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Executive Summary 
The recent IPCC report on climate change mitigation once again reinforced that, along with rapid and stringent 
decarbonisation, carbon dioxide removal (CDR) will be unavoidably required to reach net zero greenhouse gas 
emissions and thus to comply with the Paris Agreement. Most of the 1.5° or 2°C compatible scenarios from cost-
optimizing integrated assessment models (IAMs) featured within the report assume deployment of negative 
emission technologies and practices (NETPs) at large scale, typically relying to a large degree on Bioenergy with 
Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS) with median CDR rates of ~9 GtCO2 yr-1 for BECCS by the end of the century. 
However, aside from scepticism regarding the economic, political and technological preconditions needed for a 
rapid scale-up of BECCS, these high assumed deployment rates might cause severe environmental side-effects. 
Considering the importance to holistically safeguard critical Earth system functions, this report focuses on 
quantifying global BECCS potentials as constrained by its impacts on the biosphere, thus adopting a supply-driven 
perspective to negative emission (NE) potentials. Responding to the need to assess a portfolio of diverse land 
based NETPS within an integrated framework, the analysis further assesses the potential to complement the 
limited NE capacity of environmentally constrained BECCS by reforestation and Pyrogenic Carbon Capture and 
Storage (PyCCS), two promising NETPs with potential synergies regarding further sustainable development 
targets. Specifically addressing the environmental dimension, the analysis thus contributes to the overall aim of 
NEGEM to assess realistic and responsible NE potentials. 

For the assessment of global spatially explicit NE potentials for BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS, we simulate 
second-generation biomass plantations and their impact on terrestrial planetary boundaries (PBs; biosphere 
integrity, land-system change, freshwater use and nitrogen flows), as well as carbon sequestration in forests, 
with the state-of-the-art dynamic global vegetation model LPJmL. Building on the model developments of 
LPJmL5-NEGEM (see D.1), the representation of biomass plantations, incl. fertilization dependant nitrogen flows, 
as well as the spatially explicit modelling of PBs, i.e. critical thresholds of anthropogenic interference with key 
Earth System processes, have been further enhanced. To convert simulated biomass yields to net NEs, we rely 
on several CDR efficiency (CEff) scenarios based on a comprehensive representation of emissions along the 
BECCS/PyCCS supply chain as modelled with the MONET framework (see D7.1 and D7.2).  

With ~ 2 billion additional people added to the world's current population by 2050, increasing consumption of 
this population and rising interest in biomass-based products such as construction materials and bioplastics, 
reserving current arable land for BECCS does not seem realistic. However, opportunities to expand land use for 
biomass plantations without further PB transgressions are very limited, against the backdrop of already severe 
anthropogenic pressures on the terrestrial biosphere, with only 30% of the global ice-free land surface free of 
direct human use. To assess the PB-compatible NE potential from plantation-based BECCS, we optimize 
geographic distribution of dedicated bioenergy crops under the condition that plantations may only be added 
outside of current agricultural areas up to the point that regional environmental boundaries are reached. In this, 
we refer to geographically explicit boundaries for freshwater, nitrogen, land-system change and biosphere 
integrity to capture the strong regional patterning of terrestrial PBs. The optimization results in simulated NE 
potentials of 1.2 GtCO2-eq yr-1 (1.0 - 1.4 GtCO2-eq yr-1 assuming a lower/more optimistic CEff). While the exact 
magnitude of maximum NE supply is still uncertain and strongly depends on scientific and normative assumptions 
for PB constraints as well as the input data used for the evaluation, the order of magnitude is clearly constrained 
by widespread and severe PB transgressions through current agricultural production. The estimated maximum 
PB-compatible NE potential is further reduced to almost zero if the conversion of forests to biomass plantations 
is additionally precluded. This emphasizes that any additional conversion of natural vegetation is extremely 
difficult to reconcile with terrestrial PBs and other environmental targets. While BECCS from other feedstocks 
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such as residues from forestry and agriculture have not been considered here, a broader earth-system stability 
perspective thus calls for a very cautious consideration of BECCS from dedicated bioenergy crops. This result 
contrasts common assumptions in demand-driven and cost-optimizing IAMs, but estimated PB-limited NEs are 
compatible with mitigation scenarios that feature stringent and rapid decarbonisation, reductions in energy 
demand and/or achievement of broader sustainable development goals. This argues for the need of rapid 
socioeconomic transformations if risks associated with PB transgressions are to be minimized.  

For reforestation, we simulate scenarios of 200, 300 and 400 Mha rededication of pasture areas, corresponding 
to ~7-16% of global pastures, based on literature estimates on reduction potentials through diet changes and/or 
efficiency increases in animal husbandry. Due to potential adverse effects on PBs, we deliberately exclude 
afforestation and define reforestation as the restoration of natural forest ecosystems given the potential co-
benefits for PBs as well as the higher resilience of sequestered carbon. Prioritizing the proximity to intact forest 
areas to countervail fragmentation, on average up to 2.9 GtCO2-eq of annual NEs may be achieved by reforesting 
300 Mha predominantly in tropical and temperate zones (2.0-3.7 GtCO2-eq yr-1 for 200-400 Mha; referring to an 
evaluation timeframe of 40 years). This is well in line with simulated NEs from agriculture, forestry and other 
land use for 2050 in “Paris-compatible” scenarios included in the recent IPCC report. If the food system was 
comprehensively transformed towards sustainability with associated decreases in land demand, NEs from 
reforestation could even be increased, unlocking further co-benefits, especially regarding increases in the 
resilience of natural forest ecosystems through reductions in land-system change pressures.  

Finally, we estimate relatively low potentials for PyCCS (0-0.2 GtCO2-eq yr-1) in our assessment of land- and 
calorie-neutral biochar provision, i.e. exploiting biochar mediated yield-increases and associated reductions in 
cropland demand to rededicate agricultural area to biochar feedstock production – thus providing NEs without 
further pressures on PBs nor decreases in calorie production. This conservative estimate results however from 
comparatively low simulated yields in the new LPJmL version with nitrogen limitation, which needs further 
assessment and validation. Addressing this dependency, we additionally assess the NE potentials of plantations 
with optimal nitrogen supply showing NE potentials of 0.17–0.45 GtCO2-eq yr-1. 

Adding up simulated NE potentials from BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS results in ~4 GtCO2-eq yr-1 of CDR, 
referring to the medium scenario for each of the analysis parts. This compares to 88% of the total NEs projected 
for the year 2050 in IAM scenarios limiting global warming to 2°C or below and 32% of the respective NEs for 
2100 (median for C1-C3 scenarios in the 6th Assessment report of the IPCC). However, these results should be 
cautiously interpreted as upper ceiling potentials, as climate change impacts on biomass plantations and forests 
have not been included, and all remaining opportunity spaces to expand land use for biomass plantations without 
further PB transgressions have been exploited. Yet, even this estimated upper ceiling potential is significantly 
lower than assumed CDR rates in most mitigation scenarios of climate economics as crucial environmental limits 
are considered here. Nonetheless, it may considerably contribute to compensate for hard-to-abate emissions 
needed to reach net zero greenhouse gas emissions. Although this limited potential might be expanded when 
including other feedstocks for BECCS and PyCCS, additional NETPs with synergies for PBs, i.e. agroforestry and 
improved forest management or advanced technologies with less land demand (e.g. direct air capture and 
storage systems), this assessment clearly underpins that any delayed decarbonisation and associated high NE 
demands would likely come at the cost of other crucial Earth system components. This global perspective on PBs 
should be carefully considered for developing CDR strategies in the EU, as it is likely that European CDR demands 
can only partially rely on sequestration on its own territory. Assumptions about realistic CDR potentials within 
and beyond EU territory should thus be founded on careful consideration of all PBs, not just the climate targets. 

This report aims to contribute to a more holistic Earth system perspective on NETP potentials, by expanding the 
focus on climate change mitigation to also consider other crucial dimensions of Earth system stability. To further 
investigate limits and opportunities of NETPs as constrained by environmental impacts, a more thorough analysis 
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of NETP impacts on biosphere integrity (D3.3), the interdependence of NETP potentials with developments 
within the food sector (D3.7), and the effects of climate extremes on NETP potentials (D3.4) are studied in 
NEGEM. Complemented by material flows analyses, life cycle assessments and more regional EU-specific 
assessments (ETH, INSA, VTT, NIVA), these results on the environmental dimension are combined with technical, 
social, economic and governance barriers to contribute to the overall NEGEM agenda of deriving realistic and 
responsible NE pathways for the EU. 
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1 Introduction 
In the Paris Agreement, 195 nations signed a convention that aims for “holding the increase in the global average 
temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase 
to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels” (UNFCCC, 2015). A particular challenge to reaching this goal is that collective 
human mitigation action needs to start immediately, in order to eventually stabilize the Earth system in a 
habitable interglacial-like state (Rockström et al., 2017). The required actions do not only involve the complete 
phasing out of fossil carbon combustion until the mid of this century, but also CO2 removal (CDR) from the 
atmosphere through negative emission technologies and practices (NETPs) (Rockström et al., 2017; Rogelj et al., 
2015). In climate economics and the corresponding models of cost optimization (Integrated assessment models 
= IAMs), scenarios solving the equation for the emission budget of 1.5- and 2°-compatible climate targets usually 
assume achievement of substantial amounts of negative emissions (NE), particularly if there were low ambitions 
for rapid and stringent decarbonisation measures. To meet these NE demands, most IAM-based scenarios rely 
to a large degree on Bioenergy with Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS) and project rates of up to above 9 
GtCO2 yr-1  around the year 2050  (median: 2.75 GtCO2 yr-1), reaching maximum levels of more than 16 GtCO2 yr-1 
by 2100 (median: 8.96 GtCO2 yr-1, 15th - 85th percentile: 2.63-16.15 GtCO2 yr-1) (IPCC, 2022).  

However, there is large scepticism that these simulated high deployment ranges of NETPs can realistically be 
reached given the economic, political and technological preconditions of the assumed rapid scale-up of NETPs 
(Anderson & Peters, 2016; Bednar et al., 2019; Lenzi et al., 2018; Nemet et al., 2018). Also, there have been 
strong concerns regarding the severe environmental and social side-effects: Large deployment of BECCS from 
dedicated bioenergy crops would lead to additional land degradation, competition for land with both food 
production and biodiversity protection, and could cause strong increases in human water and fertilization use, 
amongst others (Boysen et al., 2017; Humpenöder et al., 2014; Stenzel et al., 2019). By consequence, it is 
questionable how these high NE rates of demand driven IAMs are compatible with Earth system resilience. Even 
without large-scale NETP deployment, anthropogenic interference with natural processes and exploitation of 
natural resources is already exerting severe pressures on key functions of the Earth system (Gerten et al., 2020; 
Heck et al., 2018; Steffen et al., 2015). More than 70% of the world’s ice-free land surface is directly impacted by 
human use (IPCC, 2019) with agriculture acting as one of the major drivers for global environmental change, 
including biodiversity loss, soil degradation, water scarcity and critical interference with the nitrogen cycle 
(Campbell et al., 2017; Foley et al., 2005; Steffen et al., 2015). Referring to a safe operating space for humanity, 
several planetary boundaries (PBs), representing dangerous levels of human interference with critical Earth 
system processes, have already been transgressed (Rockström et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015). Therefore, 
introducing a new factor of massive human appropriation of land and resources for NETPs (e.g. vast areas for 
biomass plantations for BECCS) must be considered carefully. While releasing pressure on the climate change 
PB, severe trade-offs could emerge through additional pressures on land, biodiversity, water and nitrogen flows. 

1.1 Environmental limits to BECCS from dedicated energy crops 
In contrast to demand-driven perspectives of cost-optimizing IAMs, subtask 3.1.1 in WP3 aims to assess 
environmentally constrained NETP potentials in a supply-driven approach, contributing to NEGEM’s real-world, 
multi-disciplinary assessments to quantify the potential for NETP deployment in a socially, environmentally and 
economically conscious manner. Rather than defining an emission target and quantifying the NE required under 
certain (more or less ambitious) decarbonization measures, we consider environmental limits defined to secure 
Earth system functioning and quantify the achievable potential NE supply while maintaining terrestrial PBs 
(freshwater use, nitrogen flows, biosphere integrity, land-system change), extending the work of Heck et al. 
(2018).  
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Earlier studies have addressed only some aspects of environmental constraints to biomass production for 
bioenergy (with and without CCS), with varying levels of ambition (in general biodiversity protection and land-
system change), but often neglected other dimensions such as water use and nitrogen pollution (Beringer et al., 
2011; Erb et al., 2012; Frank et al., 2021; Haberl et al., 2010; Schueler et al., 2013; Searle & Malins, 2015; Wu et 
al., 2019). Addressing this deficit, Heck et al. (2018) were the first to account for all terrestrial PBs (freshwater 
use, nitrogen flows, biosphere integrity, land-system change) in one assessment.  

The PB framework enables the integrated assessment of human interference with interconnected key functions 
of the Earth system and, thus, serves as a solid assessment tool for the evaluation of environmentally constrained 
NETP potentials. Given the fundamental importance to not only consider some aspects of environmental 
protection but to holistically safeguard critical biogeochemical processes for Earth system stability, this study 
sets out to derive global NE potentials from dedicated energy crops which do not lead to additional transgression 
of spatially distributed PBs. In line with Heck et al. (2018), we here assume that NETP deployment should – as a 
minimal requirement – not lead to additional transgressions of PBs if further risks through their transgressions 
are to be avoided. As an update to Heck et al. (2018), we include (i) a new available dataset on the current 
spatially-explicit status of a “Biodiversity Intactness Index” (Newbold et al., 2016) and (ii) a dynamic 
representation of the PB for nitrogen use implemented within a new version of the dynamic global vegetation 
model LPJmL. This allows for a more thorough consideration of the PB for biosphere integrity and nitrogen use. 
While feedstocks for BECCS may be complemented by uncertain and limited amounts of residues from forestry 
and agriculture (Hanssen et al., 2020) as well as by logs from managed forests amongst others, we focus on 
biomass from lignocellulosic energy crops as main source of BECCS feedstocks in most IAM scenarios (Rose et al., 
2022) to assess the source that is most critical in regard to impacts on PBs.  

1.2 Opportunities for reforestation and PyCCS within planetary boundaries 
As the analysis by Heck et al. (2018) already pointed to very limited PB-compatible NE potentials from plantation-
based BECCS outside of agricultural areas, we further expand the analysis to include two additional NETPs: 
reforestation of pasture and pyrogenic carbon capture and storage (PyCCS), the latter of which could be realized 
on current agricultural areas, neither compromising food security nor further transgressing PBs. The study thus 
responds to the need to consider multiple land-based NETPs within an integrated framework, considering that 
an expansion of the NETP portfolio can help to add up environmentally and socially constrained potentials of 
individual NETPs, thereby increasing the overall sustainable potential (Fuss et al., 2018).  

1.2.1 Reforestation 

Apart from BECCS, afforestation and reforestation (A/R) is the second most frequently modelled NETP within the 
IAM scenario literature included in the IPCC 6th Assessment report (AR6, IPCC, 2022). In contrast to BECCS from 
dedicated energy crops, A/R reduces the pressure on the PB for land-system change and may also have positive 
effects on biodiversity – if locally adapted and diverse species are planted (e.g. Aerts & Honnay, 2011; Smith, 
Adams, et al., 2019). A/R may however also have negative impacts on biosphere integrity if large-scale tree 
monocultures are replacing biodiverse-rich natural non-forested ecosystems such as grasslands and savannas 
(Gómez-González et al., 2020; Seddon et al., 2019, NEGEM Deliverable 3.6). Large-scale A/R could also 
significantly alter regional water cycles (e.g. Schwärzel et al., 2020), and strongly compete with food provision 
potentially threatening food security (Kreidenweis et al., 2016; Smith, Nkem, et al., 2019). 

To safeguard the intactness of non-forested ecosystems, we assume that only areas which naturally sustain 
forest ecosystems but have been deforested in the past would be potentially available for reforestation. Due to 
the negative impacts of afforestation on biosphere integrity in non-forested ecosystems (see above, Gómez-
González et al 2020), afforestation is not considered in this study. Further, we specifically assess restoration of 
natural forests with no or little anthropogenic disturbance, e.g. through harvesting. While the focus on forest 
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ecosystem regeneration neglects the potential contribution of plantation forests to local and increasingly bio-
based economies, restoration of natural forests is also favourable from a NE perspective: Carbon sequestration 
in natural forests is likely higher over the long-term and more resilient to rapidly changing climate conditions 
(Erb et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2019; Littleton et al., 2021).   

Given the competition for land between climate change mitigation and the food sector, the future availability of 
land for reforestation strongly depends on reduced agricultural land use. In light of a growing and increasingly 
affluent world population, any rededication of cropland is difficult to reconcile with food security. However, 
pasture requirements have a potential to decrease through increasing efficiency in husbandry and possible diet 
changes (Hayek et al., 2021; Smith et al., 2013; Stehfest et al., 2009). Building on estimates of such future 
developments from the literature, we assume the conversion of scenario-specific shares of global pasture areas 
to forests, which could release pressures on the already transgressed PBs for land-system change and biosphere 
integrity while providing NEs.  

1.2.2 Land- and calorie-neutral PyCCS 

While any replacement of cropland is difficult to justify given the competition with food production for a growing 
world population, the land- and calorie-neutral PyCCS (LCN-PyCCS) approach may allow for PyCCS feedstock 
production within cropland bounds while maintaining calorie production (Werner et al., 2022, in revision). LCN-
PyCCS is a system of land-neutral biomass production on (sub-)tropical croplands using enhanced soil properties 
and resultant yield increases after biochar application to maintain calorie production while realizing net CO2 
extraction from the atmosphere. This NETP is based on pyrolysis, the thermochemical decomposition of biomass 
at high temperatures (350–900°C) in an oxygen-deficient atmosphere. The three main carbonaceous pyrolysis 
products can subsequently  be stored in different ways to produce NE: as solid biochar in soils, as bio-oil in 
depleted fossil oil repositories  and as  CO2 after combustion of permanent pyrogas in geological storages in very 
advanced technological settings (Schmidt et al., 2018). 

The application of biochar to arable soils is particularly interesting for considerations of early deployment 
because it is a market-ready technology including low-tech options for small landholders as well as high-tech 
variants for larger scales (Cornelissen et al., 2016; Smith, Adams, et al., 2019). Furthermore, biochar used as soil 
amendment has been shown to improve soil conditions and increase crop yields significantly in many regions 
(Jeffery et al., 2017; Melo et al., 2022; Ye et al., 2020). 

As it holds true for all biomass-based NETs, the source of the feedstock is the most critical factor for the 
environmental impact of PyCCS. The land and water footprints of PyCCS feedstock production is thus minimal if 
based on residues from cropland or forestry (Woolf et al., 2010), but can be substantial if based on dedicated 
plantations (Werner et al., 2018). However, estimating globally available crop residues involves significant 
uncertainties (Wirsenius, 2000). An additional option for sustainable feedstock production can be applied for 
PyCCS through biomass input from dedicated fast-growing crops produced in land-neutrality: When reaching a 
significant level of biochar-mediated yield increases, the same amount of food can be produced on less land 
(calorie-neutral). Thus, a fraction of the cropland can be dedicated to fast-growing crops supplying PyCCS without 
requiring additional land (land-neutral). Grounding on these assumptions, LCN-PyCCS may produce NEs without 
further transgressions of the nitrogen PB and without additional pressures on the PBs of land-system change, 
biosphere integrity and freshwater use. 
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1.3 Assessed research questions 
Adopting a supply-driven perspective on multiple land-based NETPs, which integrates critical terrestrial Earth 
system processes, this global assessment aims to answer the following questions: 

(1) How much NEs could be provided from dedicated biomass plantations for BECCS outside of current 
agricultural areas under the constraint that further transgressions of PBs are to be avoided?  

(2) To which degree could these NE potentials be increased through parallel reforestation on pasture areas 
and LCN-PyCCS on cropland? 

 

 

Figure 1: Overview of the three analysis parts on PB-compatible NE potentials  

 

While (1) only considers areas outside of current agricultural areas, (2) assesses the extended option space for 
NEs upon potential reductions in future agricultural land demand (Figure 1). It thereby assesses the increased 
opportunities for climate change mitigation depending on feasible future land and resource sparing 
developments within the food system, through reduced or more efficient livestock production (2a) and biochar-
mediated yield increases (2b).  The analysis is grounded on model development to (i) enhance the representation 
of biomass plantations within LPJmL, incl. fertilization and nitrogen flows (see Deliverable 3.1, and section 2.2.1.2 
in this report) and (ii) improvements in spatially explicit modelling of PBs (see 2.2.2), thus contributing to the 
NEGEM agenda of deriving realistic and responsible NETP potentials.  
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2 Methods 
2.1 Analysis set-up 
To assess spatially explicit NE potentials for BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS, we simulate biomass yields and 
carbon (C) sequestration in forests with the state-of-the-art dynamic global vegetation model LPJmL (see 2.2.1). 
For each of the analysis parts, we define three scenarios by varying key assumptions to provide lower, medium 
and optimistic estimates for NE potentials. For BECCS and PyCCS, this relates to a range of CDR efficiencies for 
conversion of simulated biomass harvest to net NEs, computed based on the MONET framework (see 2.3.1 and 
D7.1/D7.2). PyCCS scenarios are complemented by varying assumed yield increases through biochar (impacting 
the available area for biomass plantations) as well as the assumptions on plantation management (see 2.3.3). 
For reforestation, we define three scenarios for the global reforested pasture extent based on literature 
estimates of rededication potentials (see 2.3.2.1). In contrast to IAM scenarios, we thus systematically assess an 
opportunity space rather than specific storylines of future socio-economic development. 

When quantifying NE potentials, it is crucial to define a fixed evaluation period for all assessed NETPs in order to 
ensure comparability. We here chose an evaluation period of 40 years, i.e. the potential of a first major CDR 
deployment wave.  As the assumed evaluation period impacts the simulated yearly NE potentials (i.e. planting a 
forest as a slowly stabilizing C sink once vs. harvesting a biomass plantation for BECCS every year), all results have 
to be interpreted against the background of the assumed 40-year evaluation period. For example, yearly BECCS 
potentials increase the longer the evaluation timeframe, as land use change emissions are in relative terms 
smaller, the more years with continuous harvests are included. For reforestation on the other side, C 
accumulation rates decline over longer timeframes, with eventually saturating carbon pools (this is further 
discussed in 4.4).  

Building the ground for the approaches to BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS (details in 2.3), the modelling basis, 
including details on relevant processes in LPJmL, as well as the PB concept and the representation of regional 
boundaries in this study are presented in the following.  

 

2.2 Modelling basis 
2.2.1 LPJmL 

2.2.1.1 General model description 
The LPJmL model is suited to assess climate and land use change impacts on the terrestrial biosphere, 
agricultural/biomass production, as well as the C, N and water cycle by way of spatially-explicit, process-based 
biogeochemical modelling, at daily time steps and a spatial resolution of 0.5° x 0.5°. The version LPJmL5-NEGEM, 
employed in this analysis, has been prepared in subtask 3.1.1 and is described in D3.1. Since that report, three 
major updates were additionally achieved: 1) the implementation of input-driven fertilization of biomass 
plantations; 2) the representation of woody lignocellulosic biomass crops with N dynamics; and 3) the improved 
representation of N demand for herbaceous biomass crops. Further, extensive descriptions and validations of 
the biogeochemical dynamics can be found in Schaphoff, von Bloh, et al. (2018) and von Bloh et al. (2018). 
LPJmL simulates key ecosystem functions of vegetation by representing eleven natural plant functional types 
(PFTs) (Sitch et al., 2003), 13 crop functional types (CFTs) plus managed grassland (Bondeau et al., 2007), and 
three types of fast-growing second-generation energy crops (Beringer et al., 2011; Heck et al., 2016). These 
bioenergy functional types (BFTs) are separated in herbaceous types, i.e. C4 grass, and woody types parametrized 
as short rotation coppice of eucalypt in tropical climates and poplar and willow in temperate and boreal climates.  
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While the distribution of natural PFTs is a result of simulated competition for light, water and nutrients, the land 
cover of crops and pasture is prescribed by a scenario-specific land use input, including the extent of irrigated vs. 
rainfed areas. For irrigated areas, cell- and CFT-specific irrigation water demand is internally computed  based 
on the soil water deficit and is requested for withdrawal from local renewable freshwater resources (river 
discharge, lakes and reservoirs), taking into account the system-specific inefficiencies of surface, sprinkler or drip 
irrigation (Jägermeyr et al., 2015; prescribed by the land use input). Total irrigation water withdrawals per grid 
cell are constrained by local water availability, after reductions through prescribed water withdrawals for 
households, industry and livestock (Tab. S1). For simulation of river discharge, surface and subsurface runoff 
accumulate along the river network, with respective reductions through anthropogenic water withdrawals. 

In LPJmL5-NEGEM, the representation of the N cycle accounts for N-limited plant growth and ecosystem 
productivity through photosynthesis and respiration rates depending on N availability (von Bloh et al., 2018). 
Thus, if the plant’s N demand cannot be fulfilled by N uptake, the water-limited photosynthesis rate is reduced 
correspondingly. N-uptake, in turn, is determined by soil mineral N-concentration, soil properties, fine root mass 
and plant demand for N, based on Smith et al. (2014). N in soils is represented by distinct pools for the two main 
reactive forms, NO3

- and NH4
+, and N of soil organic matter. Sources of N input to those pools include the 

dynamically modelled decomposition of plant biomass and biological N fixation as well as atmospheric deposition 
and fertilization that are prescribed by the scenario’s input data (Table S1). The model accounts for 
mineralization of soil organic matter, immobilization, (de-)nitrification and plant uptake within the N pools and 
simulates losses to the atmosphere via (de-)nitrification (N2; N2O) or volatilization (NH3) as well as NO3 losses to 
renewable freshwater resources in runoff and leaching.  

 

2.2.1.2 Improvements in representing biomass plantations  
As the assessment of realistic potentials of biomass-based NETPs is a crucial part of the NEGEM agenda, we 
focused on enhancing the representation of the above described C, N and water flows for the three BFTs in 
subtask 3.1.1. Following the implementation by Beringer et al. (2011), herbaceous biomass plantations are 
assumed to be mowed once the above-ground C storage reaches 350 gm−1, but at least once a year. The woody 
BFTs are harvested in an 8-year-cycle with a maximum plantation lifetime of 40 years before clearance. As 
reported in D3.1, we validated the simulated yields in simulations without N dynamics for all BFTs and integrated 
the herbaceous BFT in the range of crops represented with N dynamics in LPJmL5-NEGEM.  
Since D3.1, we have also parametrized woody lignocellulosic biomass crops for representation of N limitation on 
plantations, in addition to simulated water and C pools and fluxes. The BFT-specific parameters relevant for the 
N flows (maximum N uptake rate Nup;root, increase in N demand kstore, N recover fraction at turnover kturn) shown 
in Table 1 were adapted from the respective natural archetypes of tropical broadleaved evergreen trees for the 
tropical type (eucalypt) and broadleaved summergreen trees for the non-tropical BFT (willow/poplar) .  As the 
minimum canopy conductance (gmin) and maximum water transport capacity Emax required higher thresholds in 
the N-limited version of LPJmL (von Bloh et al., 2018), we increased these parameters for the woody BFTs linearly 
according to the shift in the respective natural archetype, see Table 1. The comparison of the simulated biomass 
yields from this updated LPJmL5-NEGEM version to the observations shows a reasonable fit (Figure 2). However, 
the model seems to limit eucalypt biomass production to a level that is exceeded in the observations. This 
limitation needs to be assessed in more detail.  
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Table 1 List of BFT-specific parameters. Maximum nitrogen uptake rate (Nup;root), increase in nitrogen demand (kstore), nitrogen recover 
fraction at turnover (kturn), minimum canopy conductance (gmin), maximum water transport capacity (Emax) used in the LPJmL5-NEGEM 
model. 

parameter Nup;root kstore kturn gmin Emax 
Unit gN kgC-1 -- % mm s-1 mm day-1 

Herbaceous 
BFT 

5.1 1.30 30 0.80 8 

Woody BFT – 
non-tropical 

2.8 0.15 30 0.40 7 

Woody BFT – 
tropical 

2.8 0.15 80 0.64 10 

 

Furthermore, we have improved the representation of the N demand for the herbaceous BFT with a revised C to 
N ratio of the aboveground biomass set to 92. This is based on miscanthus and switchgrass entries in the Phyllis2 
database on the composition of biomass and waste (Phyllis2, 2022). In comparison to simulations with the 
previous C to N ratio of 34, corresponding to non-lignocellulosic grass compositions, the N demand of the 
herbaceous BFT is significantly lower with the revised value. This is in line with the literature reporting relatively 
low fertilizer requirements for miscanthus and switchgrass (Cadoux et al., 2012). Yet, the performance of the 
model in representing biomass yields, assessed by the comparison to observed yields from Li et al. (2018), does 
not change significantly with the revised C to N ratio and is still in a reasonable range of uncertainty Figure 2.  
 

 

Figure 2: Scatterplots of observed and LPJmL-simulated BFT yields in the respective grid cell for a) herbaceous and b) woody BFTs. Model 
uncertainty is derived from a simulated minimum featuring low fertilization (woody: the amount of N harvest from a preliminary simulation 
with unlimited N, herbaceous: half of the respective N harvest) combined with rainfed conditions and a maximum characterized by high 
fertilization (woody: four times the amount of N harvest from a preliminary simulation with unlimited N, herbaceous: twice the respective 
N harvest) and optimal water supply averaged over 40 years, whereas observation uncertainty reflects dependencies on plantation 
management. 

An additional significant update of the LPJmL5-NEGEM model was achieved by implementing a fertilizer module 
for biomass plantations to assess the effects of fertilization in a more comprehensive way than the prior 
evaluation capacity ranging from the total absence of fertilizer input to unlimited N supply. First, the cell- and 
BFT-specific fertilizer input prescribed for each year is split into two equal applications. Subsequently, the timing 
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of these two applications is based on the phenological state of leaves throughout the year. The first rate is applied 
when the sum of unitless daily phenological states, ranging from 0 (no leaf development) to 1 (fully unfolded 
leaf), reaches 30 as an early-season proxy when plants begin to grow and require N. The second half of the 
fertilizer is applied when this value meets the threshold of 50, to match the time in the year where a second 
application may enhance mid-season productivity.  
With this implementation, different levels of plantation fertilization can be assessed. In this study, we consider 
high and low levels of BFT-specific fertilizer application, separated for rainfed and irrigated conditions (assuming 
drip irrigation with high conveyance efficiency). Cell-specific fertilization levels for each biomass plantation type 
are derived from simulated harvested N under unlimited N supply, thus taking into account the strong 
dependence of fertilizer requirements on spatially-explicit soil properties, water availability and climate 
conditions. Considering nitrogen use inefficiencies (e.g. limited plant uptake, N losses from the soil), the N input 
assumed for high fertilizer scenarios needs to be significantly higher than the harvested N under unlimited N 
supply. The high fertilizer input is thus here estimated to be the fourfold amount of harvested N for the woody 
BFT and the double amount for the herbaceous BFT, representing distinct uptake capacities of the different plant 
types. Lower levels of fertilization are estimated by assuming application rates equal to the amount of the 
harvested N for the woody BFT and half the amount for the herbaceous BFT. To circumvent unrealistically high 
fertilization levels, these rates derived from dynamic LPJmL5-NEGEM simulations are capped to literature-based 
maximum thresholds of 300 kg N ha-1yr-1 (the 99th percentile in Li et al. (2018)).   
 
 

2.2.1.3 Simulation protocol 
Preceding the LPJmL simulations for the analysis, an equilibrium of the distribution of natural vegetation as well 
as C and N stocks was achieved by recycling 1901-1930 climate in a 10,000-year spin-up of potential natural 
vegetation. Subsequently, we introduced the influence of agriculture on the C and N cycle with a second spin-up 
period of 390 years followed by simulations of the historical land use change until 2015, the reference land use 
for our scenarios of BECCS, PyCCS and reforestation. The evaluation of PB states and NE potentials, then, required 
simulations of three major categories: the simulation of the reference scenario with current land use (2015), the 
simulation of potential biomass yields with different management options as well as adapted land use patterns 
according to the NETP scenarios (see 2.3).  

To account for current climate variability, we keep the land use pattern and management for the different 
scenarios constant over a 40-year evaluation period (i.e. the pattern and management of the land use reference 
for the year 2015, or the adapted patterns of the BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS scenarios) and shuffle 1986-
2015 climate, atmospheric CO2 concentration and N deposition (see below and Tab. S1). For the assessment of 
the N-PB (see 2.2.2.2), an additional simulation with potential natural vegetation is required for the evaluation 
of N flows at preindustrial levels of N deposition, where the NO3 and NH4 deposition data of 1901–1930 are 
recycled, accordingly.  

The model is driven by climate data (Harris et al., 2020), NO3 and NH4 deposition rates (Lamarque et al., 2013) 
and atmospheric CO2 concentration (NOAA ESRL, 2019) as specified in the appendix and Tab. S1. Further, the 
agricultural reference scenario is based on the CFT-specific extent of cropland and pasture, including the fraction 
of irrigated areas (Ostberg, 2022, in prep.), as well as fertilizer and manure input (Elliott et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 
2017) as described in more detail in the appendix.  
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2.2.2 Planetary boundaries: Framework and definitions 

In our assessment of environmentally restricted NE potentials, we employ limits from the PB framework 
accounting for key Earth system functions. While scientists continue their warning that tipping points within the 
Earth system and its subsystems could already be reached within this century and cause major transition that 
could threaten the existence of humankind (Lenton et al., 2019; Steffen et al., 2018), the PB framework suggests 
limits to the anthropogenic disruption of Earth system functioning (Rockström et al., 2009; Steffen et al., 2015). 
The desired safe conditions within those limits are defined as the stable conditions of the Holocene (Rockström 
et al., 2009), the conditional frame in which humanity has evolved and thrived (Van der Leeuw, 2008). Thus, in 
the PB framework, thresholds of unacceptable human-induced global environmental changes for nine key Earth 
system processes are described as non-linear transitions away from the Holocene state. Following the 
precautionary principle, boundaries are positioned at a safe distance to the thresholds determined by the 
uncertainty in representing the respective processes in science. In addition to global thresholds, sub-global 
boundaries are defined for some PBs to account for the spatial heterogeneity of many processes and the different 
scales at which some PB-relevant processes operate. Thus, transgressions of these sub-global boundaries can 
impact Earth system functioning at a planetary scale through (i) interactions with other processes, e.g. large-
scale deforestation impacting continental-scale rainfall patterns and global climate, or (ii) aggregate effects of 
destabilized processes at the regional scale, e.g. exceedance of sustainable water withdrawals in many locations 
can lead to collapse of aquatic ecosystems. Acknowledging the strong regional patterning of current terrestrial 
PB transgressions (Gerten et al., 2020), we focus our analysis of PB-limited BECCS potentials on these sub-global 
definitions of the four major terrestrial PBs, i.e. freshwater use, N flows, land-system change and biosphere 
integrity.  

2.2.2.1 Planetary Boundary for Freshwater Use 
While diverse approaches for the freshwater PB are currently being discussed (Gleeson et al., 2020; Wang-
Erlandsson et al., 2022), the sub-global control variable for freshwater use as defined in Steffen et al. (2015) 
refers to the minimum river flow required to maintain at least a “fair” ecological status within rivers. These 
“environmental flow requirements” (EFRs) are here determined for each grid cell based on the variable monthly 
flow (VMF) method (Pastor et al., 2014; Steffen et al., 2015), which sets limits to water withdrawals based on 
flow regime dependent percentages of pristine monthly flow (see Table 1 for more details on flow regime 
classification and percentages). Pristine river flow, as reference for EFR calculations, is simulated with potential 
natural vegetation under current climate (1986-2015) and in the absence of anthropogenic land use and water 
withdrawals (see 2.2.1.3).  Current transgressions of the PB for freshwater use in the agricultural baseline 
simulation thus result from anthropogenic water withdrawals and, to a smaller degree, from changes in river 
flow due to land use change induced alterations of runoff. In all cells where mean annual flow is <1 m3s-1, EFR 
computation is omitted. EFR estimates as simulated with LPJmL and the VMF method have been validated against 
local case study estimates in Jägermeyr et al. (2017).  

As proposed in Jägermeyr et al. (2017) and Gerten et al. (2020), the status of the PB for freshwater use for each 
cell is expressed as the transgression-to-uncertainty ratio averaged over months with a transgression. The 
uncertainty span in turn is defined by varying EFR shares by ±15%, with the lowest values constituting the cell-
specific sub-global PB (see Table 2). Grid cells with a ratio between 5 and 75% are allocated to the zone of 
uncertainty; higher ratios are defined as high risk (beyond zone of uncertainty); lower ratios as “safe”.  
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2.2.2.2 Planetary Boundary for Nitrogen flows 
To address the main concerns associated with anthropogenic modification of the N cycle, such as eutrophication 
of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems as well as pollution of groundwater, several regional control variables for 
the PB for N have been proposed (de Vries et al., 2013). We here focus the analysis on limits to surface water 
eutrophication as (i) Steffen et al. (2015) argue that eutrophication of aquatic surface waters is the major concern 
being addressed within the PB for biogeochemical flows and (ii) it has been shown that thresholds addressing 
surface water eutrophication are generally strictest (Chang et al., 2021; de Vries et al., 2021). Complying with 
these thresholds is therefore likely to result in acceptable levels of terrestrial eutrophication and groundwater 
pollution.  

Specifically, we define the regional N boundary based on critical N concentrations in runoff (through surface and 
subsurface runoff and leaching N flows) from agricultural and natural land to surface waters as suggested by de 
Vries et al. (2021). N loads in runoff are dynamically simulated within LPJmL based on a process-based 
representation of N transformations and losses in the soil and depend on climatic and soil conditions as well as 
on the soil management, e.g. fertilization or plant cover (von Bloh et al., 2018). As denitrification in groundwater 
is not yet implemented in LPJmL, we apply a global denitrification factor of 0.71 derived from (Bouwman et al., 
2013) to simulated cell specific N loads, as suggested in Gerten et al. (2020). A concentration of 1 mg N l-1 has 
been suggested as critical threshold (see Table 2) based on ecological and toxicological effects of inorganic N 
pollution (Camargo & Alonso, 2006; Poikane et al., 2019), with the upper end of uncertainty set to 2.5 mg N l-1 
based on national surface water quality standards and objectives (de Vries et al., 2021).  

By defining the PB based on N thresholds in runoff, we capture potential transgressions in all tributary streams 
and argue that, if thresholds in runoff are complied with, any downstream transgression would also be 
prevented. To specifically capture anthropogenically increased N loads, we subtract N loads from a simulation 
with potential natural vegetation and low N deposition (1901-1930 = first 30 years available in the used input 
dataset, see 2.2.1.3) from the agricultural baseline simulation. Thereby, we exclude any potential transgressions 
due to natural processes as simulated in LPJmL. Also, we omitted the calculation of the N PB status in all cells 
with arid climate (annual precipitation ÷ potential evapotranspiration <0.2 (UNEP, 1997)) due to negligible 
leaching (Skujiņš, 1981). It should be noted that our approach intends to focus on the agricultural impact on 
surface water eutrophication by taking into account N losses from soils, exclusively. As in Chang et al. (2021) and 
de Vries et al. (2021), additional N inputs to surface waters from direct atmospheric deposition and point sources 
such as sewage or aquaculture, as well as instream-retention are not accounted for.  

2.2.2.3 Planetary Boundary for Land-system change 
As proposed in Steffen et al. (2015), the land-system change PB is defined based on remaining forest cover (i.e. 
non-deforested areas) to acknowledge the importance of forests in climate regulation. At a sub-global level, 
biome-specific thresholds for minimum forest cover have been defined for tropical, temperate, and boreal forest 
ecosystems (see Table 2). For tropical and boreal forests, these thresholds are stricter because of substantial 
climate feedbacks through changed evapotranspiration (tropical forest) and albedo (boreal forest) with potential 
impacts beyond the region of forest loss through teleconnections.  We here estimate pristine forest cover based 
on a simulation with potential natural vegetation under current climate (1986-2015) and assign cells to tropical, 
temperate, and boreal forest based on foliage projected cover of simulated plant functional types (see 2.2.2.5 
for more details). The status of the PB for land-system change is then determined for each biome and continent 
by subtracting current pasture and cropland areas (see Table S1) from pristine forest cover and averaging the 
remaining forest cover in all cells belonging to the respective biome. To account for the uncertainties associated 
with the geographic extent of potential natural forest biomes, we additionally calculate the status of the land-
system change PB based on spatially-explicit forest biome extents from Olson et al. (2001) (see 2.2.2.5). 
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2.2.2.4 Planetary Boundary for Biosphere Integrity 
In the PB framework, biosphere integrity is addressed by two key roles of biosphere in the Earth system: 1) the 
genetic diversity providing genetically unique material to ensure further evolution, adaption and resilience of life 
on Earth; and 2) the functional diversity of species connected in a complex network of functional traits to ensure 
ecosystem stability. For both components Steffen et al. (2015) proposed interim control variables, because no 
measure for the global impact of biosphere degradation has been developed until today. While genetic diversity 
is assessed by the global extinction rate, the functional diversity is evaluated by the Biodiversity Intactness Index 
(BII) at biome level. Our analysis of NE potentials restricted by PBs considers the latter, as a spatially explicit 
assessment can only be applied for this component. The BII measures the average abundance of originally 
present species relative to abundance in an undisturbed habitat (Scholes & Biggs, 2005). In order to stay within 
the safe operating space of functional biosphere integrity, a BII of 90% species abundance must be maintained 
within biomes (Steffen et al., 2015) (Table 2).  

Our assessment of the current status of the PB of functional biosphere integrity is based on the latest product of 
a global quantification of the BII from Newbold et al. (2016) with information on species abundance at a 
resolution of 30 arc seconds. Newbold et al. (2016) derived the spatially-explicit BII from a statistical model based 
on among-site comparisons of species abundance at 18,659 sites from the PREDICTS database (Hudson et al., 
2014) that were scored for four putative pressures: land use and use intensity, human population density and 
proximity to roads. We aggregated the BII data to the LPJmL grid of 0.5° x 0.5° and assessed its mean values over 
biomes (see 2.2.2.5).  

 

Table 2: Overview on applied control variables and thresholds for terrestrial planetary boundaries. Values within brackets refer to the 
zone of uncertainty used for the calculation of the current status of PBs in 3.1.1. 

Earth System 
Process 

Control Variable  Threshold for Planetary Boundary 
(zone of uncertainty) 

Sub-global 
assessment Unit 

Reference  

Change in 
biosphere 
Integrity 

Biodiversity Intactness Index 
(BII) 

Maintain BII at 90% (90-30%) or above Biomes,  
for each 
continent 

Steffen et al. 2015, 
Newbold et al. 2016 

Biogeochemical 
Flows (N cycle) 

N in runoff to surface water 
as proxy for dissolved 
inorganic N concentrations 
in surface water  

1 mgN l-1 (1-2.5 mgN l-1) LPJmL grid cells De Vries et al. 2013, 
2021 

Land-System 
Change 

Area of forested land as % 
of potential forest for each 
biome 

Tropical: 85% (85-60%) 
Temperate: 50% (50-30%) 
Boreal: 85% (85-60%) 

Forest biomes,  
for each 
continent 

Steffen et al. 2015 

Freshwater Use Blue water withdrawal as % 
of mean monthly river flow  

low-flow months (MMF < 0.4 x MAF):  
25% (25-55%);  
intermediate-flow months  
(MMF > 0.4 x MAF & MMF ≤ 0.8 x MAF):  
40% (40-70%) 
high-flow months (MMF > 0.8 x MAF):  
55% (55-85%) 

LPJmL grid cells Steffen et al. 2015, 
Pastor et al. 2014 
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2.2.2.5 Classification of biomes 
Given (i) the uncertainty associated with geographic distribution of natural biomes and (ii) the impact of the 
biome classification on both the biosphere integrity and the land-system change PBs (the geographic extent over 
which the status is averaged has a strong influence), we use two independent biome classifications for forest 
extents and PB status calculations:  

a. An LPJmL derived classification based on simulated distribution of plant functional types under potential 
natural vegetation, adapted to the new model version from Ostberg et al. (2013) and Ostberg et al. (2015) 
(Figure 3a and more details on the adaptions in the appendix). While being well validated against satellite 
derived biomes, not yet fully understood N feedbacks lead to minor anomalies in biome distribution in 
LPJmL5-NEGEM (e.g. dominance of boreal deciduous forest over evergreen forest), which are being 
addressed by further model development 

b. The widely used biome extents from Olson et al. (2001) (Figure 3b, for details on processing of the 
shapefiles see appendix) 

a 

 
b 

 
Figure 3: Biome distribution based on geographic distribution of natural plant functional types in LPJmL(a) and Olson et al. (2001) (b)  
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2.2.3 CO2 removal efficiencies from the MONET framework 

While LPJmL is a start-of-the-art tool for simulating spatially-explicit harvest on biomass plantations, we rely on 
the Modelling and Optimisation of Negative Emissions Technology (MONET) framework (see NEGEM 
Deliverables D7.1 and D7.2), Chiquier et al. (2022, in review))  to convert LPJmL harvest to net NEs by accounting 
for the CDR efficiency of BECCS and PyCCS along the supply chain. The CDR efficiency (CEff) of BECCS and PyCCS 
as determined with MONET can be defined as the fraction of CO2 captured (i.e., CO2 biogenically sequestrated 
via photosynthesis during the biomass growth) that is permanently removed from the atmosphere, once the CO2 
emissions arising along the value chain of BECCS and PyCCS have been accounted for. The CEff 𝜂𝜂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 can be 
expressed as follows, considering CO2 captured 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 and CO2 leaked over the supply chain 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2
𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶: 

𝜂𝜂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  =  
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −  𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2
𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  

For BECCS, upstream CO2 emissions as considered within MONET arise from biomass cultivation, harvest, 
processing, and transport, and downstream CO2 emissions are associated with the capture, transport and storage 
of CO2 into geological reservoirs. While the percentage of biogenic C that is captured and sequestrated can vary 
significantly depending on the BECCS energy conversion pathway, we here assume BECCS to be a biomass-to-
electricity pathway, with a CCS rate ranging from 90% to 98% (Bui et al., 2021). Other key factors for the CEff 
include the CO2 intensity of the energy system (i.e., electricity, fuels (diesel) and natural gas for the drying of 
biomass), and the transport distance of the biomass from the farm to the BECCS plant. 

To represent a range for potential future CEff, we consider the three following scenarios with variations in key 
parameters along the supply chain: 

• Optimistic scenario: The CCS rate is assumed to be 98%, the energy system is almost entirely 
decarbonised (electricity is CO2 neutral, fuels are replaced by 90% of biofuels, and natural gas for 
biomass drying is also replaced by 90% of wood), and the biomass is transported over short distances 
(100 km), representing a relatively high density of BECCS plants. 

• Medium scenario: The CCS rate is assumed to be 95%, the energy system is partially decarbonised (a 
third of the current CO2 intensity for electricity (475 g CO2/kWh in 2018 according to (IEA, 2019)), 
fuels are replaced by 50% of biofuels, and natural gas is also replaced by 50% of wood), and the 
biomass is transport over longer distances (250 km). 

• Lower scenario: The CCS rate is assumed to be 90%, the energy system is scarcely decarbonised (two 
third of the current CO2 intensity for electricity, fuels are replaced by 10% of biofuels only, and 
natural gas is also replaced by 10% of wood), and the biomass is transport over long distances (500 
km). 

Depending on 1) the scenario and 2) the type of biomass used, i.e. miscanthus (for herbaceous biomass) or willow 
(for woody biomass), the CEff of BECCS 𝜂𝜂𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  is shown in Table 3. 

For PyCCS, upstream CO2 emissions arise from biomass cultivation, harvest, processing, and transport, and 
downstream CO2 emissions are associated with the conversion of biomass into biochar at the pyrolysis plant, and 
the transport and application of biochar on soil. In this study we exclusively assume biochar storage in agricultural 
soils because PyCCS is suggested to be applied as a decentralized NET without requiring infrastructures for 
geological storages. Scenarios of high technological development and investment could, however, alternatively 
assume the additional storage of further pyrolysis products (bio-oil and permanent pyrogases) in geological 
storages to enhance the overall CO2 capture efficiency. 
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Table 3: CDR efficiency for the three defined BECCS and PyCCS scenarios 

 CDR efficiency 
 BECCS PyCCS 
 herbaceous biomass woody biomass herbaceous biomass 

 % 
t CO2 removed/t 

biomass DM % 
t CO2 removed/t 

biomass DM % 

t CO2 
removed/t 

biomass DM 
Scenario 1 
(optimistic) 92% 1.60 88% 1.57 24% 0.42 
Scenario 2 
(medium) 84% 1.45 73% 1.31 23% 0.40 
Scenario 3 (lower) 80% 1.37 66% 1.18 22% 0.38 
 

The PyCCS feedstock in our analysis are fast-growing lignocellulosic grasses, parametrized as miscanthus and 
switchgrass in LPJmL (see 2.2.1.2). They suit as representatives for low maintenance biomass production for the 
biochar supply of agricultural land enabling the LCN-PyCCS approach. The C, ash and lignin content of 
lignocellulosic grasses was collected from the Phyllis2 database (Phyllis2, 2022) and averaged over all miscanthus 
and switchgrass entries (excluding entries for ensilaged biomass).   

For the pyrolysis process, we assumed parameters for slow pyrolysis with the highest heating temperature at 
500°C to ensure relatively high biochar yields at the same time as high shares of recalcitrant biochar. The 
feedstock- and temperature-specific biochar yields (23% of ash-free dry matter feedstock biomass) and C content 
of the char (82% of ash-free dry matter biochar) were calculated based on formulas from Woolf et al. (2021). For 
the permanence of biochar, we apply the conservative estimate of 74% C remaining in the soil after 100 years 
based on an annual decay rate of 0.3% per year for biochar with H/C ratios <0.4 from the findings of Camps-
Arbestain et al. (2015). Overall, this results in a CO2 capture efficiency of 28% of the feedstock C.  

In addition to the settings in the pyrolysis process, the net CEff derived by MONET depends on the transport 
distance of the biomass and the biochar (see biochar implementation described in D7.2). Here, we set the mean 
distance of all scenarios to 55 km – the length across the latitudes of 0.5°x 0.5° LPJmL grid cells, which we assume 
to be self-sufficient in biochar supply, representing a decentralized approach to NE production. Additional factors 
for the CEff are the CO2 footprint of the energy supply and the biofuel share in the transport sector. In this regard, 
all three LCN-PyCCS scenarios are aligned with the assumptions in the corresponding BECCS scenario (Table 3). 
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2.3 Assessing planetary boundary limited NETP potentials 
2.3.1 BECCS 

To derive maximum NE potentials from plantation-based BECCS constrained by regional PBs, we first define the 
areas potentially available for biomass plantations of dedicated energy crops. We then optimize the geographic 
distribution of biomass plantations on these areas to maximize NE provision while not leading to further 
transgressions of regional PBs for N flows, freshwater use, land-system change and biosphere integrity (see 
Figure 4 for an overview of the approach). As an update to Heck et al. (2018), N flows are dynamically modelled 
within LPJmL, which allows to (i) better represent the N PB (see 2.2.2.2), (ii) differentiate the geographically 
explicit effect of biomass plantations on the N PB depending on fertilization levels (see 2.2.1.2), and (iii) include 
emissions of the greenhouse gas nitrous oxide (N2O) in the calculation of net NEs (see 2.3.1.2).  

 

 

Figure 4: Conceptual overview on the approach to derive maximum negative emission potentials from plantation-based BECCS as 
constrained by land availability and planetary boundaries. BPs = 2nd generation biomass plantations for BECCS. 

 

2.3.1.1 Land availability constraints for biomass plantations 
We exclude all agricultural and urban areas for the year 2015 (Hurtt et al., 2020), thus only allowing for 
conversion of natural vegetation to biomass plantations. Further, we block all protected areas according to 
IUCN&UNEP-WCMC (2015) and wetlands from Lehner and Döll (2004), given the counteractive climate effect of 
draining wetlands (see Figure 5a). To only consider areas with economically reasonable yields on biomass 
plantations, we apply a yield threshold of 5 t DM ha-1 yr-1 (Hastings et al., 2009). This results in different masks 
depending on the biomass plantations type (biograss (bg) or biotree (bt), rainfed (rf) or irrigated (irr), low or high 
fertilization (l/hF)). Figure 5b displays the simulated biomass yields for each of the eight biomass plantation types 
as well as the blocked areas below the yield threshold.  
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Figure 5: Geographical distribution of land availability constraints for biomass plantations. (a) Cell fractions blocked for biomass 
plantations due to agricultural use, urban areas, wetlands and protected areas. (b) Dry matter (DM) yield of the eight biomass 
plantations configurations (Ø 1986-2015 climate) as well as blocked cells with yields below the harvest threshold of 5t DM ha-1yr-1. bg = 
biograss (herbecous biomass plantation), bt = biotree (woody biomass plantation), rf = rainfed, irr = irrigated, highF = high fertilization, 
lowF = low fertilization. 

 

2.3.1.2 Optimization of geographic distribution of biomass plantations under planetary boundary constraints 
The optimization model developed in Heck et al. (2018) was refined and expanded to distribute biomass 
plantations in available 0.5° cells or cell fractions outside of agricultural baseline areas (see 2.3.1.1), considering 
eight biomass plantation configurations (herbaceous and woody, each rainfed and irrigated, each high and low 
fertilization). Based on the upgraded LPJmL model with N flows, the management spectrum on biomass 
plantations could thus be expanded in comparison to Heck et al. (2018) by including fertilization scenarios (high 
and low) within the optimization. To optimize geographic distribution of biomass plantations under PB 
constraints, we first calculated potential net NE for each grid cell (j = 1…n) and biomass plantation type (𝐶𝐶 ∈
�𝑏𝑏𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓ℎ𝐹𝐹 , 𝑏𝑏𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝐹𝐹 , 𝑏𝑏𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝐹𝐹 ,𝑏𝑏𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝐹𝐹 , 𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓ℎ𝐹𝐹 , 𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝐹𝐹 , 𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝐹𝐹 , 𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝐹𝐹�) by multiplying the 40 year harvest from biomass 
plantations (𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗

𝑝𝑝) with the biomass-feedstock specific carbon removal efficiency (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝) and subtracting (i) land 
use change emissions (𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗

𝑝𝑝) and (ii) additional N2O emissions (in CO2-eq; 𝑁𝑁20𝑗𝑗
𝑝𝑝):  

𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗
𝑝𝑝 = 𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗

𝑝𝑝 ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 −  𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗
𝑝𝑝 − 𝑁𝑁20𝑗𝑗

𝑝𝑝 

a 

 
b 
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𝐻𝐻, 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶 and 𝑁𝑁20 were obtained from global simulations with biomass plantations in LPJmL and with fertilization 
levels and irrigation as described in 2.2.1.2. 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐶𝐶 through biomass plantations were calculated based on the 40-
year average difference in C pools (soil, litter, vegetation) between the specific biomass plantation type and 
natural vegetation. 𝑁𝑁20 in turn, converted to CO2 equivalents, was determined by subtracting cumulative 40-
year emissions from potential natural vegetation from nitrous oxide emissions on biomass plantations, thereby 
providing the additional emissions caused by cultivation of biomass (depending on fertilization level / irrigation 
/ feedstock type).  
We apply elaborate scenarios of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 for biomass to electricity conversion, by taking into account a detailed 
representation of the BECCS supply chain in the MONET framework (see 2.2.3) and differentiating between 
herbaceous and woody feedstocks. Also, we do not only account for fossil energy use along the supply chain, but 
also for additional nitrous oxide emissions, thus better representing potential net NEs than in Heck et al. (2018).  

To maximise net NE provision under regional boundary constraints (𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟) of freshwater use (W), nitrogen flows 

(N), land-system change (L) and biosphere integrity (B), a linear weighted sum optimization was then performed 
based on the R package lpSolveAPI (Heck et al., 2018; Konis & Schwendinger, 2020). The geographic distribution 
of cell fractions (𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗

𝑝𝑝) for the respective biomass plantation types is thus optimized as follows: 

max
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗∈𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ���𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗
𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝑛𝑛𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗

𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗=1

� 

with the regional constraints   𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟, 𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟, 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟. 
We chose to maximise net NEs in contrast to harvest in Heck et al. (2018), assuming that NE provision and not 
biomass supply is economically rewarded.  

 

Regional boundary constraints 

Net NE provision is maximised under regional boundary constraints, by allowing land use expansion for biomass 
plantations where regional thresholds according to the PB framework are not transgressed by current 
agricultural land use and expanding up to the point they are reached.   

Freshwater Use 
For the freshwater PB constraint, the available water for irrigation of biomass plantations (𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊) in each cell 
j is calculated for each month, after subtracting (i) agricultural water withdrawals, (ii) withdrawals for household, 
industry and livestock as well as monthly EFRs in line with the PB definition (see 2.2.2.1). A maximum irrigated 
cell fraction for each biomass plantation type (p) is then defined based on the smallest monthly (m) ratio 
between cell-specific 𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 and irrigation water demands of biomass plantations, if the entire cell was covered 
by irrigated bioenergy crops (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊). Thus, the month with the “strictest” irrigation water constraint 
determines the maximum irrigated cell fraction (𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔) in order to ensure provision of EFRs in all months of 
the year (omitting months with WirrigBP = 0):  

 

𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗
𝑝𝑝 = min

𝑚𝑚 𝜖𝜖 1…12
(
𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑗𝑗,𝑚𝑚

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑊𝑊𝑔𝑔𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑗𝑗,𝑚𝑚
𝑝𝑝 ) 
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In the optimization, water availability for irrigation of biomass plantations is additionally limited at the cell and 
river basin level: Maximum monthly water availability in each cell, averaged over the irrigation period, is reduced 
by upstream irrigation withdrawals from biomass plantations (minus return flows) to account for upstream-
downstream effects. At the basin level, a constraint is introduced, which limits water withdrawals in each basin 
to the water availability in the respective final drainage cell.   

 
Nitrogen 
For the regional optimization constraint 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟, biomass plantations can be allocated to cells until the regional 
maximum yearly N load in runoff according to the boundary threshold (𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜=1 mg N l-1) is reached. The 
maximum allowable additional N load in runoff from biomass plantations is calculated for each cell j as follows, 
based on the yearly runoff 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 and N load within runoff (𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿) in the agricultural baseline:  

𝑁𝑁 𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 =  𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗 ∙ 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 −  𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗, set to 0 if <0 

In all cells with a transgression in the agricultural baseline, no biomass plantations can be added; in cells with 
arid climate, the constraint is not applied (see 2.2.2.2). Total added N load from all biomass plantation types 
within a cell j must be smaller than the remaining 𝑁𝑁 𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗, so that combined N loads from the agricultural 
baseline and the biomass plantations do not transgress the regional threshold for runoff.  

Land-system change 
The regional constraint for land-system change takes effect at the level of major forest biomes (temperate, 
tropical, boreal) for each continent (see 2.2.2.5).  Conversion of forests to biomass plantations is only allowed to 
the extent that deforestation from both the agricultural baseline and biomass plantations do not exceed the 
biome-level boundaries as defined by the PB. Thus, in cells where the land-system change boundary is already 
transgressed in the year 2015 agricultural baseline, allocation of biomass plantations is disallowed. 

Biosphere integrity 
Under the optimization constraint for biosphere integrity, natural vegetation can be converted to biomass 
plantations (p ∈ biomass plantation types; 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗

𝑝𝑝= cell shares of biomass plantation types) as long as the BII 
averaged per biome and continent is ≥90%:  

1
𝑛𝑛
∙���𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑗𝑗 − 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗

𝑝𝑝 ∙   𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝�
𝑝𝑝

𝑛𝑛

𝑗𝑗=1

≥ 90% 

with j encompassing all cells belonging to a biome (b). 

For the agricultural baseline, we assume the spatially explicit BII as published by (Newbold et al., 2016) (𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿). 
To estimate reductions of BII through added biomass plantations (𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝), we account for land use and 
land use intensity as the most important explanatory variables of the Newbold model. Yet, the spatial resolution 
of our analysis is not compatible with the representation of effects from human population density and proximity 
to roads as assessed in Newbold et al. (2016). Thus, for the fraction of the grid cell that is assessed for conversion 
to biomass plantations, we reduce the BII by the statistically quantified abundance difference weighted by the 
respective effected area. For woody bioenergy crops, we assume a BII reduction of 34% on plantations as 
published in Newbold et al. (2016) for intense use of forest plantations. For herbaceous biomass plantations, we 
take the average BII reduction for second generation biofuel crops from (Tudge et al., 2021). While Tudge et al. 
(2021) also provide specific entries for perennial grasses, the data base does not include any miscanthus or 
switchgrass entries and only very limited data (e.g. no data on the effect on vertebrates). Therefore, the average 
BII reduction across all second-generation biofuel crops was taken (29%). It is important to note, that both 
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current BII and BII effects of biomass plantations are highly uncertain. For the latter, we cannot capture a spatially 
explicit effect of biomass plantations on BII, nor a management specific BII impact, due to a lack of available data.  

 
Final net NE potentials 

To ensure consistency in biogeochemical and hydrological modelling, the land use patterns obtained from the 
optimization model were simulated with LPJmL for 40 years with shuffled climate from 1986-2015 and a 0.5° 
resolution, thereby covering a full plantation lifecycle of simulated woody biomass plantations. Upon clearing of 
natural vegetation, timber is assumed to be harvested for wood products and not for BECCS because of the 
higher material quality. Timber products from this one-time harvest are however not considered for NEs, 
assuming that they are eventually fully converted to CO2 (“committed emissions”). In total, net NE potentials for 
six scenarios were determined as described above (for two different biome classification (see 2.2.2.5), impacting 
the biosphere and land-system PB constraint, and three CEff scenarios (see 2.2.3). 

 

2.3.2 Reforestation 

Potentially providing co-benefits for climate change mitigation, biodiversity, water regulation and human health 
amongst others (Beatty et al., 2022; Ellison et al., 2017), reforestation is discussed as important cornerstone for 
“sustainable” CDR by integrating a range of interrelated sustainability targets (Griscom et al., 2017; Smith, 
Adams, et al., 2019; Soto-Navarro et al., 2020). To harness this potential with regard to PB compatible NE 
potentials, we here deliberately define reforestation as the restoration of natural forest ecosystems (i.e. only 
including areas where forests would naturally grow (see 2.2.2.3), assuming planting of native species and 
excluding harvesting).  

We calculate NE potentials through reforestation by (A) defining targeted area scenarios, (B) generating spatially 
explicit reforestation patterns by prioritizing non-fragmented forest restoration in proximity to remaining forest 
cover, and (C) simulating NEs based on changes in C pools (Figure 6). Details on each of the steps are provided in 
the following.  

 

 

Figure 6: Approach to derive negative emission potentials through reforestation. 

 

2.3.2.1 Assumptions on global areas for pasture rededication (A) 
Considering only reforestation and not afforestation, agricultural areas on previously forested land constitute 
potential target areas. While future reductions in cropland are unlikely, pasture areas may however be released 
through diet changes towards less livestock products and/or efficiency increases in animal husbandry (Griscom 
et al., 2017; OECD & FAO, 2020). Thus, global permanent meadows and pasture areas have already declined 
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between 2000 and 2019 by 6% (IPCC, 2022). At the same time, population growth may counteract these trends, 
and drastic large-scale diet changes, although desirable from an environmental perspective, might be considered 
unlikely. In line with the aim of NEGEM to assess realistic and responsible NE pathways, we therefore evaluate 
three scenarios aiming to span the range of cautious literature estimates on pasture rededication potentials (see 
Table 4): 200 Mha (lower scenario), 300 Mha (medium scenario) and 400 Mha (optimistic scenario). We 
deliberately chose estimates without land-based climate change mitigation as strong decreases in pasture areas 
in these scenarios are often based on highly ambitious assumptions regarding agricultural intensification (Chavas, 
2008; Humpenöder et al., 2018). Our scenarios for rededicated pasture extent are also well in line with a recent 
publication on forest restoration opportunities in close proximity to intact or degraded closed forests (344 Mha; 
Littleton et al. (2021)) as well as with “The Bonn Challenge”, an international initiative with the goal to bring 
350Mha of degraded or deforested areas into restoration until 2030 (https://www.bonnchallenge.org/).  

Table 4: Literature estimates on potential decreases in the extent of global pasture areas. 

Decrease in pasture areas Details on scenario References 
 ~290 Mha Land use change between 2010 and 2050 in the SSP1 scenario 

(SSP=shared socio-economic pathway), simulated with the IMAGE 
model; no consideration of land-based climate mitigation 

van der Esch et al. 
(2017) 

SSP1: mean across models = 
~180 Mha, highest estimate = 
388 Mha 
SSP2: mean across models = 
~30 Mha increase, highest 
estimate = 362 Mha decrease 

Land use change between 2010 and 2050 for SSP1 and SSP2 as 
simulated by 6 integrated assessment models (AIM, GCAM, 
GLOBIOM, IMAGE-MAGNER, MAgPIE, IMPACT); no climate impact 
and mitigation elements such as afforestation or BECCS included 

Stehfest et al. (2019) 

408 Mha Land use change between 2015 and 2100 in the SSP2-RCP4.5 
scenario, simulated with the GLOBIOM model; no perennial crops for 
BECCS 

Hurtt et al. (2020) 

490 Mha Land use changes through measures to increase the C sequestration 
on farmland (diet change, yield growth, increased feeding efficiency 
and waste reduction), simulated with a biomass-balance model; in 
comparison to reference land use for 2050 (TREND Scenario in Erb 
et al. (2012)) 

Smith et al. (2013) 

“close to 200 Mha” Reducing meat consumption in households with the highest levels of 
per capita consumption today to the global average level 

IEA (2021) 

 

2.3.2.2 Prioritization for spatially explicit reforestation areas (B) 
To generate spatially explicit reforestation patterns, we first exclude all pasture areas in cells without natural 
forest growth according to (a) the LPJmL-based biome classification and (b) the biome classification from Olson 
et al. (2001) (see 2.2.2.5 and Figure 3). By applying these two independent biome classification schemes, we take 
into account the uncertainty associated with defining natural forest areas. Given the importance of intact forest 
landscapes for conservation (Betts et al., 2017) and to minimize fragmentation, we then prioritize cells for 
(always complete) reforestation with high shares of remaining forest (Gerten et al., 2020): Cells are ranked 
according to the mean share of remaining forest within the cell itself and the eight neighbouring cells. We then 
iteratively select the cells with highest remaining forest cover until the targeted area according to the scenario 
(i.e. 200, 300 or 400 Mha) is reached cumulatively. By prioritizing the proximity to larger forest areas, reforested 
areas “can form buffer zones and corridors between forested areas, increasing resilience and recovery in both 
intact forests and adjacent reforested land” (Littleton et al., 2021, p. 13).  

2.3.2.3 Simulation of negative emission potentials (C) 
To simulate NE potentials from reforestation, we compare C pools in vegetation, litter and soil between an LPJmL 
run with reduced pasture areas according to the spatially explicit reforestation patterns (B) and the agricultural 
baseline run (see 2.2.1.3). On reforestation areas, natural vegetation is simulated to regrow on former pasture 
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areas, undergoing establishment and competition among plant functional types as implemented in a process-
based manner within LPJmL. While this approach is well suited to derive the maximum C sequestration in mature 
forests, the temporal evolution of C pool changes in a managed forest is not well represented due to the absence 
of an explicit reforestation module with planted tree saplings of higher age instead of slow establishment of 
competing small plants. Therefore, we derive maximum C pool changes in mature forests from our simulations 
and apply biome specific adjustment factors to calculate C sequestration after 40 years. The adjustment factors 
are based on Braakhekke et al. (2019), who implemented a forest plantation module in an earlier LPJmL version 
without N dynamics, accounting for increased stemwood C growth rates in planted forests. We thus use the 
share of maximum stemwood C reached after 40 years in forest plantations as simulated in Braakhekke et al. 
(2019) as proxy, differentiating between tropical, temperate and boreal forests, and multiply it with here 
simulated C pool changes (tropical: 55%, temperate: 50%, boreal: 13%). This total C sequestration within the first 
40 years is downscaled to yearly C sequestration rates, referring to the average rate over the assessed timeframe.    

 

2.3.3 LCN-PyCCS 

In addition to BECCS and reforestation, we assess further potentials for CDR without additional transgressions of 
the four assessed PBs following the LCN-PyCCS approach.  

We apply LPJmL to simulate the potential rainfed biomass yields on (sub-)tropical cropland redistributed to 
PyCCS feedstock production and subsequently calculate the NE potentials for three different scenarios. They 
feature three levels of biochar-mediated yield increases in the (sub-)tropics (10%, 15% and 20%) combined with 
the corresponding lower to upper assumptions on the fertilization of biomass crops and, accordingly, the lower 
to upper estimates of PyCCS C sequestration efficiencies derived from MONET (22%, 23% and 24%). The range 
of yield increases assumed after biochar application as fertilizer enhancer is based on recent meta-analyses (Bai 
et al., 2022; Melo et al., 2022) and described in more detail in the appendix. The medium values for yield 
increases (15%), fertilization (simulated input = N harvest in simulation of unlimited N supply, see 2.2.1.2) and 
CEff (23%) mark the standard scenario, while the others draw a range from less efficient to optimized systems.  

 

Figure 7: Visualization of land use allocation in a generic LPJmL grid cell for the reference scenario and the LCN-PyCCS scenarios of three 
different levels of biochar-mediated yield increases (10%, 15%, and 20%). 
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For the assessment of LCN-PyCCS potentials in the three scenarios of distinct levels of yield increases (10%, 15% 
and 20%), we assumed biochar-mediated yield increases exclusively on cropland within tropical and subtropical 
regions of the Köppen-Geiger classification. We selected the (sub-)tropics as our focus region for LCN-PyCCS as 
the soils have shown the largest response to biochar applications (Jeffery et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2020), while the 
regions are also characterized by wider yield gaps in general (Mueller et al., 2012). Through the yield increases, 
a fraction of the cropland (9%, 13%, and 17% corresponding to 10%, 15% and 20% yield increase, respectively) 
can be dedicated to PyCCS feedstock production to provide self-sufficient biochar supplies plus NE while 
maintaining calorie production (Figure 7). To emphasize the advantage of LCN-PyCCS as a decentral approach, 
we model each cell in the (sub-)tropics as closed systems of agriculture without trade of biochar. Thus, in order 
to supply sufficient biochar for the remaining cropland in the system (i.e. 1t ha-1), the biochar yield needs to be 
particularly high if yield increases are relatively low, because the lower the yield increase, the smaller the area 
of land dedicated to feedstock production.  

After a preliminary simulation of potential biomass yields, we exclude the cells from the analysis in which the 
areas dedicated to PyCCS feedstock production cannot provide enough biomass to supply the remaining cropland 
in the cell with sufficient biochar. However, the simulated yields strongly depend on the prescribed N-input and 
the response of herbaceous lignocellulosic biomass crops to specific levels of fertilization in LPJmL5-NEGEM could 
not be validated, due to a lack of the respective observational data. Thus, we additionally test the LCN-PyCCS 
approach with simulations of unlimited N supply to address the effect of uncertainties in the fertilization 
response. These represent cases of optimal fertilization which might be possible if the farmer is particularly 
invested in producing biochar to increase crop yields and the land’s C sink.  

Further, we block those cells where the N-PB was either already transgressed in the agricultural baseline scenario 
or where the fertilization of introduced biomass crops would lead to a transgression. The biomass yields of the 
cells confirmed as suitable for the LCN-PyCCS approach after this filtering are combined with the corresponding 
CEff to calculate the NE potential. 
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3 Results 
3.1 BECCS potentials constrained by planetary boundaries  
3.1.1 Current planetary boundary transgressions: Severe constraints on NE provision through BECCS 

All four terrestrial PBs already show severe and widespread transgressions with boundary-specific regional 
patterns (see Figure 8). Most extensive PB transgressions were calculated for the biosphere integrity PB (based 
on biome-wise averaged BII from Newbold et al. (2016), see 2.2.2.4), with only boreal biomes and tropical forest 
ecosystems still classified as “safe” (BII >90%). In all other biomes, estimated reductions in local terrestrial 
biodiversity through land use and related pressures exceed the boundary threshold, entering a stage of increased 
risk (Newbold et al., 2016). However, due to a lack of knowledge on the relationship between BII and the 
functioning of the Earth system, it is unclear at what point the Earth system stability is critically affected and 
which BII value marks the zone of high risk. Further, historic deforestation has led to transgressions of the land-
system change boundary in all tropical forest biomes except for Oceania, as well as in temperate forests in South 
America and Africa according to the applied land use dataset (2015) as well as LPJmL derived forest biomes. 
Despite high overall deforestation, temperate forests in Europe, North America and East Asia on the other hand 
are still classified as “safe”, which also reflects less strict boundary thresholds for these biomes (see 2.2.2.3). In 
contrast to Gerten et al. (2020) and Steffen et al. (2015), deforestation in boreal forest biomes does not lead to 
an exceedance of the land-system change boundary in our analysis. This reflects (i) uncertainty in current land 
use extent as well as pristine forest area, and (ii) differences in how forest biomes were defined (e.g. assumptions 
on minimum tree cover for forests). To account for the latter, we additionally calculated the biosphere integrity 
PB (also depending on biome classifications) and land-system change boundary statuses based on biome extents 
from Olson et al. (2001) (see Figure S1). Except for temperate forests in South America, the regional patterns of 
land-system change boundary transgressions are robust independent of the two different biome classifications. 
For the biosphere integrity boundary, both biome classifications overall lead to very similar results, except for a 
disagreement with regard to the biosphere integrity in temperate forests in East Asia (see Fig. S1). 
 

 

Figure 8: Simulated geographic distribution of the four terrestrial planetary boundaries’ status for current agricultural land use (a: 2005 
land use; b-d: 2015 land use, averaged over 1986-2015 climate). The status for the biosphere integrity and land-system change boundary 
is based on the LPJmL derived biome classification (see 2.2.2.5). For the respective maps based on the biome classification from Olson et 
al. (2001) see Fig. S1. Cells where the boundary definitions do not apply are displayed in grey (land-system change: all non-forest biomes, 
freshwater use: discharge < 1m/s, nitrogen flows: annual precipitation ÷ potential evapotranspiration < 0.2 (arid climate)).  
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Regarding freshwater use, EFRs are strongly transgressed in irrigation hotspots such as in Central and South Asia, 
the Mediterranean and the Great Plains in North America. This is well in line with previous simulations (Gerten 
et al., 2020), but transgression magnitude is lower in some locations in our analysis. This is due to (i) the updated 
land use dataset for 2015 (in comparison to 2005 in Gerten et al. (2020)) with less irrigated areas due to a 
changed data basis and (ii) the N limitation in crop growth now implemented in LPJmL5, which may reduce crop 
water demand. Finally, regional N boundaries in leaching are greatly exceeded in regions with intense agricultural 
use and fertilization, such as the corn belt in North America, Western Europe, North India, large parts of Eastern 
China as well as the Pampa and Cerrado regions in South America, among others. While large uncertainties are 
inherent to globally estimating regional PB transgressions, the overall picture is robust and independent of 
modelling approaches (Campbell et al., 2017; Gerten et al., 2020; Steffen et al., 2015): Large parts of the world 
face severe and often multiple terrestrial PB transgressions today, leading to increased risks for abrupt and 
irreversible environmental changes.  

 

3.1.2 BECCS potentials constrained by planetary boundaries 

As current PB transgressions already call for radical transformations in the food system to get back into the “safe 
space” (Gerten et al., 2020; Willett et al., 2019), current agricultural production only leaves very little regional 
opportunities to expand land use within PB constraints. To estimate the maximum NE potentials through BECCS 
from dedicated energy crops without increased risks through PB transgressions, we optimized distribution of 
biomass plantations for maximal net NE provision under the condition that biomass plantations may only be 
added around the agricultural baseline up to the point that regional boundaries are reached.  

As a result of the optimization, biomass plantations are primarily allocated in high latitudes of the northern 
hemisphere, filling a small gap between unsuitable bioclimatic conditions and blocked areas due to PB 
transgressions (see Figure 9). This mirrors strong PB constraints, particularly regarding biosphere integrity, as 
well as area availability constraints due to other land uses and bioclimatic limits to economically viable biomass 
production. Additional areas are identified for potential conversion to biomass plantations in tropical Oceania, 
and, if biomes are derived from LPJmL, in South-East Asian woodlands. That the resulting areas for biomass 
plantations may seem unrealistic to actually be cultivated, e.g. given their sparse road infrastructure (e.g. Ibisch 
et al., 2016), only emphasizes the difficulties in reconciling NE provision from plantation-based BECCS with PBs 
(Heck et al., 2018). Also, the remaining areas for biomass plantations will have to be evaluated further in terms 
of other sustainability dimensions, e.g. the protection of remaining natural forests (see below). 
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Figure 9: Geographic distribution of net negative emission (NE) potentials from BECCS constrained by planetary boundaries and land 
availability based on (a) the LPJmL derived biome classification and (b) the Olson et al. (2001) biome extents for biome-specific PB 
constraints. Land use patterns for biomass plantations result from an optimization model to maximize net NEs from biomass plantations 
around the agricultural baseline (2015) under PB constraints. Potential yields, water demand and N leaching a.o. from biomass 
plantations, as input to the optimization, were simulated with LPJmL for 1986-2015 climate. Cells with yields <5t dry matter ha-1yr-1 are 
blocked as well as protected areas and wetlands (Displayed in grey; LAC = land availability constraints).   

 

Regarding the biomass plantation type, herbaceous plantations dominate over woody plantations in all 
optimization scenarios due to higher simulated yields in most locations (Figure 10 and Figure 5). Also, the 
optimized land use patterns are predominantly composed of irrigated plantations with more low than high 
fertilization. As the sparse remaining areas for biomass plantations are found in relatively water abundant 
regions with minor freshwater PB constraints, irrigated plantations with higher yields prevail. In contrast, the N 
boundary takes effect in more, primarily boreal, cells. 

Figure 10: Characteristics of optimized biomass plantation distribution for medium CEff in the LPJmL derived biome classification (a) and 
the biomes from Olson et al (2001) (b). The bottom bar refers to the share of biomass plantations that is allocated in forest vs. non-forest 
ecosystems.  

Globally aggregating the net NEs from the optimized distribution of biomass plantations results in a net CO2eq 
removal of 1.18 Gt per year [for CEffmed, 1.07-1.43 GtCO2-eq yr-1 with CEfflow and CEffopt]. This is in the following 
referred to as annual40 potential, as the annual results depend on the assumed evaluation period of 40 years, 
reflecting the near-term political decision horizon. If biome extents from Olson et al. (2001) are used, the net 
annual40 NEs are slightly lower with 1.13 GtCO2-eq yr-1 [1.02-1.36 GtCO2-eq yr-1] (see Figure 9). While roughly 2 
GtCO2-eq are harvested per year, the CDR is reduced through (i) land use change emissions, i.e. reduced C pools 

a      LPJmL derived biome classification 

 

 b       biome classification from Olson et al. (2001) 
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in biomass plantations as compared to natural vegetation (~0.3 GtCO2-eq yr-1), (ii) additional N2O emissions 
through fertilization of biomass plantations (~0.1 GtCO2-eq yr-1) and (iii) losses along the supply chain through 
fossil fuel use and lost CO2 in the capture and storage process (0.2-0.6 GtCO2-eq yr-1 depending on the CEff, see 
Figure 11).  

It is important to note that a large part of the net NE is provided from biomass plantations, which need >10 years 
to compensate for the initial reductions in C pools (44/31% for LPJmL derived / Olson et al. 2011 biomes, see 
carbon debt bars in Figure 11). Given the timely urgency to reduce atmospheric CO2 concentrations and the risks 
associated with overshoot scenarios, this might be considered a severe caveat. Also, nearly all allocated biomass 
plantations replace natural forests (see Figure 10). However, it might be highly risky to convert forest ecosystem 
to biomass plantations for two reasons. First, other assessments conclude that the land-system change boundary 
for boreal forest biomes (Gerten et al., 2020; Steffen et al., 2015) as well as for temperate Asian forests is already 
transgressed (Steffen et al., 2015). Second, remaining intact forest landscapes have been shown to have a 
particularly high importance for biodiversity conservation (Betts et al., 2017) as well as for maintaining the 
natural C sink (Jung et al., 2021; Noon et al., 2022; Soto-Navarro et al., 2020). Therefore, a primacy of protecting 
all remaining forest areas has been strongly advocated (Cook-Patton et al., 2021). If all biomass plantations in 
forest ecosystems were excluded from our results, the maximum annual40 net NE potential for the medium CEff 
scenario drastically declines by more than 90% to only 0.02 and 0.11 GtCO2-eq yr-1 based on Olson et al. (2001) 
biomes and LPJmL derived biomes, respectively.  

 

a      LPJmL derived biome classification 
 

 

  b        biome classification from Olson et al. (2001) 
 

 
Figure 11: Global net NE from optimized distribution of biomass plantations constrained by PBs, calculated as harvested biomass from 
plantations, minus land use change emissions through reduced carbon pools on plantations, minus additional N2O emissions through 
fertilization on plantations (in CO2eq), minus C02 losses along the BECCS supply chain through fossil fuel use and in the carbon capture 
and storage process (see 2.2.3). Error bars for net NEs and losses along the supply chain reflect lower and optimistic CEff scenarios. The 
darker/lighter net NE bar indicates cumulative NE from all biomass plantations where losses of carbon pools through conversion of 
natural vegetation (“carbon debt”) are compensated for within less/more than 10 years, respectively. 
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3.2 Reforestation potentials releasing pressures on planetary boundaries 
In contrast to dedicated biomass plantations for BECCS, forest restoration on pasture areas may release 
pressures on PBs, but is bound to future land sparing developments or efforts within the food system. Prioritizing 
reforestation in cells with high remaining forest cover within neighbouring cells, remote pasture areas in cells 
with marginal anthropogenic land use are selected first in the scenario of 200 Mha reforestation (see grey 
shading in Figure 12a, b). In the 300 and 400 Mha rededication scenarios, less pristine areas in temperate Europe, 
North America and East Asia as well as in tropical South America are added amongst others, with higher pasture 
area shares and thus larger reforestation areas per cell (see Figure 10a, b). We generated spatially explicit 
reforestation patterns both by only considering pasture areas within cells classified as forest according to (i) the 
LPJmL derived biome classification and (ii) the biome extents from Olson et al. (2001). However, reforestation 
patterns have generally high agreement independent of the applied forest definition.   
 

 
 

 
Figure 12: Geographic distribution of reforested cell fractions according to the three reforestation scenarios (a, b) and changes in carbon 
pools on reforested areas within 40 years (c, d), each for LPJmL derived forest biomes as well as forest biome extents from Olson et al. 
(2001).  
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Potential C pool changes on reforested areas, as simulated with LPJmL, are highest in tropical forests, with 
gradually decreasing C sequestration in higher latitudes (see Figure 12c, d). Within the tropics, the annual40 C 
sequestration is 3.15 Mg ha-1yr-1 on average, in comparison to 2.2 Mg ha-1yr-1 in temperate and 0.3 Mg ha-1yr-1 in 
boreal forests. These numbers compare well with previous assessments (e.g. 4.8 Mg ha-1yr-1 for the tropics and 
2 Mg ha-1yr-1 for temperate regions assumed in Griscom et al. (2017)), but potentials within the tropics might be 
somewhat underestimated. In some, predominantly northernmost, cells, C pools are simulated to decrease 
through reforestation of pasture areas, which points to the fact that tree planting on grazing land in areas with 
slow tree growth and high soil C pools may not always lead to overall C sequestration within decadal timescales 
(Friggens et al., 2020; see also D3.6 for uncertain climate effects of reforestation in Nordic countries).  

Aggregating total C sequestered within 40 years to the biome level shows that most C is removed in tropical 
American forests and Asian temperate or tropical forests in our scenarios (see Figure 13). While most 
reforestation areas in Asia are located in southern China, the respective cells are classified as temperate forest 
according to LPJmL derived biomes, in contrast to (sub-) tropical forest according to Olson et al. (2001). This 
emphasizes the dependence of the biome-specific results on assumed biomes and their extents (see 2.2.2.5). 
Averaged over the two biome classifications, 43% of reforestation areas are in the tropics, 50% in temperate and 
7% in boreal forests in the 300 Mha scenario. The identified spatially explicit reforestation patterns resemble 
forest restoration opportunities determined in previous assessments, but put less emphasis on the tropics, 
where 70-80% of restoration opportunities are identified in Griscom et al. (2017) and Littleton et al. (2021), both 
based on a map of forest condition from Potapov et al. (2011) and under exclusion of boreal forest restoration.  

 

                            a  LPJmL derived biomes 

 

 b  biomes from Olson et al. (2001) 

 

 
Figure 13: Simulated total carbon (C) sequestration through reforestation within 40 years for different forest ecosystems and 
reforestation extents (i.e. rededication of 200, 300 or 400 Mha of pasture areas).  
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At the global level, reforestation on 200, 300 or 400 Mha could significantly contribute to NE provision. In the 
medium scenario (300 Mha), ~30 GtC are removed from the atmosphere and stored within vegetation, soil and 
litter within 40 years (translating to ~114 GtCO2-eq). Whereas most C is globally stored within the vegetation 
(~20 GtC), increases in soil C (~7 GtC) and litter C pools (~4 GtC) are also simulated to contribute to overall NEs 
(see Figure 14). In the optimistic scenario (400 Mha), total stored C could be increased to ~40 GtC or ~147 GtCO2-
eq; in the lower scenario (200 Mha), ~21 GtC is sequestered on reforestation areas. Importantly however, these 
potentials for reforestation on 200, 300 or 400 Mha should be considered as upper ceiling given that potential 
disruptions through climate change, such as increases in fire frequency or droughts, have not been included here. 
Against the background of already observed increased tree dye-off events through hotter droughts (Hammond 
et al., 2022), overall C sequestration potentials on simulated reforestation areas are likely smaller. 

 

Figure 14: Globally aggregated increases in litter, soil and vegetation carbon pools through reforestation on allocated pasture areas. 
Results are based on changes in global carbon pools between LPJmL simulations with 2015 land use vs. reduced land use with 
reforestation on pasture areas.  
 

Reforestation, defined as restoration of forest ecosystems with native species and little anthropogenic 
interference, e.g. no or very limited timber harvesting, may release pressures on the land-system change and 
biosphere integrity boundaries. Given the definition of the land-system change boundary as remaining forest 
cover, any forest restoration naturally contributes to increasing resilience with regard to this PB. Especially in 
tropical forest biomes, where boundary thresholds are exceeded, the reforestation simulated here could get the 
biomes closer to the “safe” zone (see Figure 15). Depending on the applied biome extents, the identified 
reforestation areas may even shift the state of the South American rainforest from the “zone of uncertainty” to 
the “safe operating space”. In any case, forest restoration in the Amazon rainforest may provide particular 

                   a  LPJmL derived biomes 

 

 b  biomes from Olson et al. (2001) 
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benefits in terms of increased resilience, as it recently has been shown that the Amazon rainforest may be close 
to a tipping point with potential large-scale tree dye-off (Boulton et al., 2022).  

Figure 15: Impact of reforestation scenarios on biome-specific land-system change relative to PB thresholds. Background colour indicates 
the safe, increasing risk and high-risk zone according to the biome-specific thresholds defined in Steffen et al. (2015). For tropical and 
boreal biomes, the thresholds are stricter, given stronger climate feedbacks and teleconnections of these biomes (see 2.2.2.3). 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Land- and calorie-neutral PyCCS potentials without additional planetary boundary transgressions 
 

For the LCN-PyCCS approach we find that the suitable area is relatively small, when the fertilizer rate is prescribed 
according to the scenario. The area of potential biochar feedstock production extents to 5 Mha in the medium 
scenario and 23 Mha in the optimistic scenario, while the approach is not compatible with the low fertilization 
and yield increases of 10% in the lower scenario. The lower the yield increase, the smaller the fraction of cropland 
dedicated to PyCCS feedstock production and the higher the demand for biomass to provide sufficient biochar 
for the remaining cropland. Moreover, when a small yield increase is combined with low fertilization, the biomass 
production is limited even further. If the biomass yields in a grid cell are, however, sufficient to serve the LCN-
PyCCS approach, the area that is allocated for feedstock production depends on the prevailing cropland extent 
and the scenario-specific yield increases defining the fraction of cropland that can be dedicated to biomass crops 
(Figure 16a).   

                   a  LPJmL derived biomes 

 

 b  biomes from Olson et al. (2001) 
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Figure 16: Geographic distribution of cell fractions allocated for LCN-PyCCS feedstock production a) in the medium scenario (medium yield 
increase - medium fertilization), the optimistic scenario (high yield increase - high fertilization) and b) for simulations of optimal fertilization 
with different levels of yield increases (medium yield increase – optimal fertilization and high yield increase – optimal fertilization).  

 

 

Corresponding to the small spatial extent of potential feedstock production, the CDR potentials of LCN-PyCCS 
are relatively low. The medium scenario results in annual sequestration rates of about 0.05 GtCO2 yr-1 while the 
optimistic scenario may reach levels of 0.21 GtCO2 yr-1. Over the assessed 40-year time horizon, these sum up to 
2.00 GtCO2 and 8.43 GtCO2, respectively. As a relatively strict yield threshold needs to be reached by grid cells in 
order to be included in the LCN-PyCCS approach, most of the suitable areas barely exceed it and the distribution 
pattern shows similar NE rates across the different regions of application (Figure 17a).  
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Figure 17: Geographic distribution of negative emission potentials relative to the area of biomass feedstock production for LCN-PyCCS a) 
in the medium scenario (medium yield increase - medium fertilization), the optimistic scenario (high yield increase - high fertilization) and 
b) for simulations of optimal fertilization with different levels of yield increases (medium yield increase – optimal fertilization and high yield 
increase – optimal fertilization). 

 

 

To evaluate the dependency of the results on the simulated N-limited yields, we additionally assess the NE 
potentials without N limitation on biomass plantations. The yields for herbaceous biomass crops are simulated 
to be significantly higher in the simulations with unlimited N supply that represent optimal fertilization. 
Accordingly, more areas produce enough biomass to supply the cropland with sufficient biochar and become 
suitable for the approach in this setting (Figure 16b). Based on the higher biomass yields, about 16 Mha of land 
could be provided for PyCCS feedstock production in the medium scenario with a quantified NE potential of 
about 0.17 GtCO2 per year and 6.64 GtCO2 over the 40-year time period. In the optimistic scenario, LCN-PyCCS 
might reach extents up to 49 Mha and CDR levels of about 0.45 GtCO2 per year and 18.00 GtCO2 over 40 years. 
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3.4 Synthesis  
In a first step, we here simulated the maximum amount of NE from dedicated biomass plantations for BECCS 
under the constraints that further transgressions of PBs are to be avoided and, that no current agricultural land 
is converted. Depending on the assumptions on the CEff along the BECCS supply chain, this PB-friendly annual40 
net NE potential is calculated to range between 1.0 and 1.4 GtCO2-eq yr-1, with 1.16 GtCO2-eq yr-1 for the medium 
CEff. These limited potentials represent an ambitious upper ceiling where all regional opportunity spaces to 
expand land use within PBs are generously exploited up to the limit and come at the background of already 
severe and widespread PB transgressions through current agriculture.  Further, the simulated remaining areas 
for biomass plantations are in questionable locations, for both economic reasons (e.g. sparse road 
infrastructure), in terms of timely delivery of NEs (many locations with long compensation times for land use 
change emissions) and with regard to other sustainability goals (i.e. preservation of all remaining forest areas). 
If deforestation of natural forests was excluded, BECCS potentials would decrease to close to 0, emphasizing the 
difficulties in reconciling plantations-based BECCS with sustainability targets.  

We secondly further assessed the degree to which these very limited potentials could be sustainably increased 
through reforestation on pasture areas and PyCCS on arable land, under the condition that future land demand 
for food production decreases due to dietary changes and higher efficiencies in the livestock sector and biochar-
mediated yield increases on cropland. While land-and-calorie neutral PyCCS potentials are low in our assessment 
(mostly due to constraints on yields from biomass plantations; 0-0.2 GtCO2-eq yr-1), reforestation on 300 Mha 
(200-400 Mha) pasture areas (“medium scenario”) may remove on average up to 2.9 GtCO2-eq annually (2.0-3.7 
GtCO2-eq yr-1), summing up to 114 GtCO2-eq within 40 years (78-147 GtCO2-eq).  

a 

 

b 
 
 

 
Figure 18: (a) Simulated results for BECCS on natural land, reforestation on pasture areas and PyCCS on cropland, all referring to three 
scenarios (low, medium and optimistic assumptions). For BECCS and reforestation, the displayed results were averaged for the two 
applied biome classifications (LPJmL-derived and Olson et al. (2001)), with the error bar reflecting the range. (b) Additive overall NE 
potential from BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS for the medium scenario (the error bar reflects the range between lower and optimistic 
scenario). The right bar visualizes the explorative NE potential if (i) deforestation for BECCS was excluded and (ii) it is assumed that 50% 
NEs from reforestation are non-permanent due to climate change effects amongst others. All results were derived from simulations with 
1986-2015 climate and refer to an evaluation period of 40 years.  
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While reforestation might not only significantly contribute to NE provision, large co-benefits could also be 
unlocked through potential increases in the resilience of natural forest ecosystems. On the other hand, the 
simulated NE potentials do not take into account potential disruptions through climate change such as increased 
fire frequencies and other extreme events, which could considerably decrease actual NEs.  

Under the very generous assumptions that (i) biomass plantations for BECCS may replace current forest 
ecosystems and (ii) climate change effects on biomass plantations and reforestation are not considered, the 
three assessed NETPs analysed here could add up to ~4 GtCO2-eq per year in the medium scenario (~160 GtCO2-
eq over 40 years) without additional PB transgressions (see Figure 18b). If however forest ecosystems were 
excluded from conversion to biomass plantations, and we tentatively assume that up to 50% of C sequestered 
within reforestation sites is not permanently stored because of poor subsequent management, wildfires, 
plundering, extreme weather events and other effects of climate change, the cumulative PB-compatible annual40 
NE potentials would significantly decline to up to 1.5 GtCO2-eq yr-1 (1.0-2.1 GtCO2-eq yr-1, see Figure 18b). 
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4 Discussion 
We employed the global biosphere model LPJmL to estimate PB-compatible NE potentials from plantations-
based BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS. While simulated C, water and N fluxes have been extensively validated 
(e.g. Schaphoff, Forkel, et al., 2018), further model development is ongoing, especially with regard to improved 
N demand and uptake routines as well global PFT distribution. Also, fertilizer demand of biomass plantations is 
to be further evaluated, to ensure adequate representation of management on N flows. These ongoing 
developments will contribute to updates of the results throughout the NEGEM project. Against the background 
of the uncertainties inherent to global modelling of the biosphere, we first discuss and contextualize the findings 
for the three assessed NETPs in the following. We then summarize key findings and policy relevant messages, 
also pointing to further steps for assessing environmentally sustainable NE potentials.  

 

4.1 NEs from plantations-based BECCS without further PB transgressions 
The here calculated maximum NE supply from plantation-based BECCS within regional safe zones of four 
terrestrial PBs is ~ 1.2 GtCO2-eq yr-1. This is significantly higher than the estimates in Heck et al. (2018) (0.2 GtCO2-
eq yr-1 for the more efficient biomass-to-hydrogen conversion pathway). It is however important to note that the 
estimates are not directly comparable, as (i) Heck et al. (2018) refer to BECCS potentials within regional safe 
zones for 2050 based on several simulated agricultural baselines in line with uncertain storylines of specific SSPs 
and (ii) the calculations for the N and biosphere integrity boundaries have been updated here (see 2.2.2). While 
we avoided the high uncertainties related to future projections of the food system and its resource demand by 
using current agricultural land use as baseline, PB-compatible BECCS potentials might be limited even stronger if 
resource and land demand for food production increased, thereby further shrinking the opportunity space for 
NEs. Also, the dependency of the results on the defined regional boundary constraints points to uncertainties in 
PB assessment. The currently published PB definitions are to be understood as “work-in-progress” and are 
subject to continuous debate and improvement (e.g. Wang-Erlandsson et al. (2022) for the water PB). Besides 
the definition of the control variable and its threshold, the spatial unit applied for estimating regional PB statuses 
matters. To address this uncertainty, we calculated the biosphere integrity and land-system change PB 
constraints both by averaging over LPJmL-derived biomes as well as the widely used biome distribution published 
in Olson et al. (2001), with overall little impact on global results. 

Despite remaining uncertainties in PB definitions and input data, the key message – that plantation-based BECCS 
through conversion of natural vegetation can only marginally contribute to NE provision if regional safe zones 
are adhered to – holds true for both, the here updated assessment as well as for Heck et al. (2018). All the more, 
it is important to emphasize, that any NE provision from plantation-based BECCS is difficult to reconcile with PBs 
given that global control variables for three of the four terrestrial PBs (land-system change, biosphere integrity, 
N flows) are transgressed through current agriculture. In a strict sense, any further conversion of natural 
vegetation thus puts additional pressures on the biosphere, potentially associated with increased risks for abrupt 
and irreversible environmental changes at the planetary scale. The here quantified potentials from BECCS should 
thus be cautiously interpreted as an upper ceiling, assuming that all remaining opportunity spaces for land use 
expansion within regional safe zones were optimally exploited.  

Except for Heck et al. (2018), previous studies on plantation-based BECCS or bioenergy under environmental 
constraints generally find larger potentials. However, to our knowledge, all other studies considered less 
environmental dimensions, e.g. only sustainable irrigation (Ai et al., 2021), biodiversity protection and 
sustainable irrigation (Frank et al., 2021), or biodiversity protection and exclusively rainfed plantations (Wu et 
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al., 2019). In general, the more environmental protection targets are considered, the smaller the opportunity 
space for plantation-based BECCS, emphasizing societal decisions and weighting of what to protect or which risks 
to avoid. This is also reflected by the much reduced BECCS potential in our assessment, if – in addition to the PB 
constraints – deforestation for biomass plantations is prohibited. Importantly, as pointed out here and in 
previous studies, ensuring biosphere integrity by protecting biodiversity is the key limiting factor for plantation-
based BECCS (Frank et al., 2021; Heck et al., 2018). As it has been argued that biosphere integrity is, next to 
climate change, one of the two core PBs, integrating the other boundaries (Steffen et al., 2015), it may however 
be considered highly risky to combat climate change at the cost of biosphere integrity. Not only substantial shifts 
in climate, but also in the biosphere may be capable of pushing the Earth system out of its Holocene state (Steffen 
et al., 2015).  

When comparing our results to 1.5°C- or 2°C-compatible IAM-based scenarios (classified as C1, C2 or C3) 
considered in the recently published IPCC report on climate change mitigation (Working Group III report as part 
of the 6th assessment report (AR6), IPCC (2022)), we find that the here quantified maximum annual40 NE from 
plantation-based BECCS is significantly lower than most of the projected annual BECCS NE rates in year 2050 (less 
than half of the C1-C3 median of 2.75 GtCO2 yr-1, IPCC (2022), see Figure 19). This difference in sequestration 
rates is even more pronounced in the second half of the century for which most AR6 scenarios assume a strong 
increase in CDR by BECCS (median of 8.96 GtCO2 yr-1 in 2100). That magnitude is all the more remarkable as it 
would entail an additional anthropogenic C sink larger than the current net land sink (terrestrial C sink – land use 
change emissions) and almost as large as the current ocean sink (Friedlingstein et al., 2021). This strong reliance 
on BECCS can partially be explained by the limited coverage of the various NETPs in IAMs. The large majority of 
the models represent BECCS and A/R, whereas enhanced weathering and direct air capture have been included 
by only a few IAMs so far (Byers et al., 2022; Realmonte et al., 2019; Strefler et al., 2021).  

Yet, while the BECCS potentials that we quantified lie at the lower end of projected NE demands for Paris-
compatible IAM scenarios, they are compatible with illustrative mitigation pathways (IMPs) that include severe 
transformations in society and economy. Thus, the BECCS capacity of our medium scenario is higher than the 
BECCS demands in 2050 for the IMP characterized by gradual strengthening of the current climate policies until 
2030 with coordinated and rapid decarbonization actions thereafter (i.e. Gradual Strengthening (GS)), and the 
IMP with a focus on shifting pathways towards Sustainable Development Goals, including poverty reduction and 
broader environmental protection next to deep GHG emissions cuts (i.e. Shifting Pathways (SP)) (see Figure 19F). 
Further, the very low potentials of BECCS when excluding forest conversion for biomass plantations are most 
compatible with the IMP focussing on Low Demand (LD) that avoids BECCS and relies only on CDR from the 
AFOLU sector (agriculture, forestry and other land use). This IMP is characterized by efficient use of resources as 
well as large-scale shifts in consumption. Thus, there is evidence from IAM assessments that BECCS rates of the 
magnitude quantified in this study could be compatible with the climate targets of the Paris agreement, however, 
only if the stringent decarbonization measures in combination with the comprehensive socioeconomic 
transformations assumed in these scenarios are successful. Importantly, PBs should however also be considered 
in the design of decarbonisation measures, ideally contributing to reversing current terrestrial PB transgressions, 
in addition to reduced pressure on the climate change PB (e.g. Algunaibet et al., 2019).  

A similar conclusion can be drawn when comparing the quantified NE potential of BECCS restricted by the PBs 
(1.16 GtCO2 yr-1) to the maximum NE supply from BECCS of 1.3 GtCO2 yr-1 in 2050 simulated in the recently 
published scenario of net zero emissions (NZE) by 2050 from the International Energy Agency (IEA, 2021). BECCS 
rates of these (comparatively low) magnitudes can only support the net zero target, if radical decarbonization 
measures are implemented early and stringently as described for the IEA NZE scenario. For example, the NZE 
scenario implies immediate and massive increases in renewable energies with annual additions of solar and wind 
capacities quadrupling until 2030, rapid electrification necessitating a 2.5-fold increase of total global electricity 
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generation until 2050, and zero traditional use of solid biomass for cooking by 2030, amongst others. In this 
context, it is also important to note, that bioenergy is not only considered for BECCS but also for provision of 
renewable energy as a substitution to fossil fuels in the NZE scenario, as well as in many IAM scenarios (Bauer et 
al., 2020). 

 

Figure 19: Annual sequestration from BECCS and AFOLU in the IPCC AR6 IAM scenarios likely limiting warming to 2°C or lower (lines) and 
annual 40-year sequestration potential for BECCS and reforestation quantified in the lower, medium and optimistic scenario of this 
analysis (transparent yellow boxes). The black line indicates the median of all the IPCC AR6 scenarios in categories C1-C3, while the IMPs 
are highlighted with colours, as shown in the legend (GS = ”Gradual Strengthening”, Neg = ”Net Negative Emissions”, Ren = 
“Renewables”, LD = “Low Demand”, SP = “Shifting Pathways”). Figure adapted from IPCC (2022).  

When comparing our BECCS estimates to other modelling studies, it is important to consider that we focused on 
PB-compatible BECCS capacities from dedicated biomass plantations outside of current agricultural areas. 
However, many IAMs assume to complement these feedstocks with agricultural and forestry residues (Hanssen 
et al., 2020), or biogenic point sources e.g. from pulp and paper industries or municipal solid waste (Pour et al., 
2018; Rosa et al., 2021). While these feedstocks can provide substantial sustainability advantages, particularly 
because of the avoided land competition with food and nature, (i) the feedstock availability is uncertain and 
limited (Hanssen et al., 2020; IPCC, 2022) and (ii) residues and waste cannot be considered freely available in the 
light of competing uses or benefits, such as e.g. soil C built-up against land degradation or the replacement of 
animal feed from purpose grown crops in the case of agricultural residues (Kalt et al., 2020; Van Zanten et al., 
2018). Nevertheless, residues and waste may to some degree contribute to the provision of PB-compatible BECCS 
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(IPCC, 2022). Additionally, a few IAMs simulate, in addition to forestry residues, the use of logs from managed 
forests as feedstock for BECCS (Rose et al., 2022). However, this requires thorough assessment of (i) alternative 
wood uses and (ii) the impacts of harvesting on C stocks within forests, with potential decreases upon intensive 
management (see 4.2). 

Also, while we excluded all current agricultural areas for energy crops, it is frequently assumed that low-
productivity pasture areas are available in future, but this neglects that these marginal areas might be particularly 
exposed to climate change risks and often exhibit little infrastructure for transport and processing of biomass 
(IPCC, 2019). Additionally, economic reasons and empirical evidence indicate that biomass plantations will rather 
expand into highly productive grassland, thereby potentially adding pressure on food security (Kalt et al., 2020) 
and PBs. We therefore focused on reforestation on pasture areas, which may be more likely realized in remote 
areas, with potentially less interference with the food system and synergies with regard to PB maintenance as 
well as other nature restoration targets. Nonetheless, further analyses are needed that thoroughly examine the 
potentials of plantation-based BECCS on pasture areas as constrained by PBs and dependant on developments 
in the food sector.  

 

4.2 NEs from reforestation on pasture areas 
To expand the marginal NE capacities from plantations-based BECCS compatible with PBs, we simulated 
scenarios of 200, 300 and 400 Mha forest restoration on pasture areas. The calculated annual40 potential of 2.0, 
2.9 and 3.7 GtCO2-eq yr-1, respectively, is in the range of previous estimates for a scenario reflecting national 
forest restoration commitments from Cook-Patton et al. (2020) (5.9 GtCO2-eq yr-1 from 349 Mha, but referring 
to a 30-year timeframe) as well as an intact forest restoration scenario from Littleton et al. (2021) (1.82 GtCO2-
eq yr-1 from 344 Mha, 2030-2070). The wide range of potentials from similar targeted areas mirrors uncertainties 
in C sequestration rates per ha as well as differences in scenario assumptions on prioritized areas and/or input 
data on potential or degraded forest cover. With regard to simulated C sequestration rates, we are in the range 
of previous studies, but might underestimate rates within the tropics (see 3.2; see e.g. Griscom et al. (2017) and 
Koch and Kaplan (2022)). Also, the rates depend on the considered timeframe, with higher annual increases 
within the first decades. To scale maximum C accumulation within planted forests to the 40-year political decision 
horizon chosen within this study, we applied biome-specific factors from Braakhekke et al. (2019). Future model 
development might however focus on representing human supported reforestation in a process-based manner 
within LPJmL to reflect grid-cell specific temporal dynamics. In this context, it is important to stress that our 
analysis marks the upper ceiling of potential C sequestration on the selected reforested areas as impacts of 
climate change and the corresponding risks of reversibility of C sinks from heat stress, tree die-off and increased 
fire disturbance (e.g. Hammond et al., 2022; UNEP, 2022) are not considered. In NEGEM these effects will be 
addressed in task D3.4 where the impacts of climate extremes will be evaluated for different terrestrial NETPs 
(see 4.5). 

We here deliberately chose to prioritize restoration of intact forest landscapes in line with a “land-sparing 
paradigm”, but acknowledge that there are eligible alternative prioritization schemes depending on the 
restoration target, e.g. a focus on reforestation in areas with high deforestation shares reflecting a “land-sharing 
paradigm” (Fischer et al., 2008; Phalan et al., 2011), which might alter the annual potential through changes in 
the geographic location of targeted reforestation areas. Further, to capture uncertainties in potential natural 
forest cover, we applied two independent forest definitions (LPJmL derived vs. natural forest extents from Olson 
et al. (2001)). Regardless, both potential forest cover as well as current extent of degraded forest through 
anthropogenic land use are subject to considerable uncertainties (e.g. Grantham et al., 2020). 
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Regarding the net climate effect of reforestation, we here focused on CO2 fluxes only, but reductions in albedo 
might lead to net warming effects of reforestation in boreal biomes (e.g. Bala et al., 2007; Bonan, 2008; Pongratz 
et al., 2011; see als D3.6; Sonntag et al., 2016; see also D3.6). While a strict focus on the climate change PB thus 
argues for an exclusion of boreal forest restoration (as assumed in Littleton et al. (2021) and Griscom et al. 
(2017)), we here did not exclude boreal biomes a priori given the integrative consideration of four additional PBs 
in this study and the positive impact of reforestation on these. Despite the small targeted areas within the boreal 
biomes based on our prioritization scheme (5-9% depending on the rededicated area and biome classification), 
the consideration of albedo changes might thus however reduce the overall net climate cooling effect of the 
simulated reforestation scenarios. 

Also, given the PB-perspective in this analysis as well as the evaluation period of 40 years, we excluded any 
harvesting in reforested areas, but refer to forest restoration with no or little anthropogenic disturbance. We 
thus did not assess potential effects of harvesting for BECCS or long-lived wood products on overall CDR 
potentials. While forest management could increase the CDR potential on longer timescales, this effect is highly 
uncertain as unsustainable harvesting levels can decrease C stocks and resilience within forests. Furthermore, 
intensive management might introduce additional pressures on PBs, e.g. through use of fertilizers or habitat 
fragmentation resulting from maintenance infrastructure. Nevertheless, sustainable harvesting on reforested 
areas may contribute to CDR on longer time-scales, when C accumulation rates within natural forests decline, 
e.g. by providing feedstocks to BECCS to circumvent the PB trade-offs from dedicated energy crops For a 
thorough assessment of the trade-off between increased harvesting vs. increases in the forests’ C sink as well as 
impacts of forest-related NETPs on ecosystem services in the Nordics, see D3.6.  

The range of annual CDR potential from reforestation over the assessed 40-year time horizon lies well within the 
assumptions for the 2050-level of AFOLU in “Paris-compatible” C1-C3 scenarios of the AR6, with our medium 
scenario mean of 2.85 GtCO2 yr-1 matching the C1-C3 median of 2.98 GtCO2 yr-1 (IPCC, 2022). In these IAM 
scenarios of the AR6, the CDR increase of the AFOLU sector (re-/afforestation CDR minus land use change 
emissions) over the century is projected to be less strong than for BECCS, showing final rates that are only 0.5 
GtCO2 yr-1 above the upper range of the scenarios of our assessment (see Figure 19).  

As even scenarios of the two IMPs with relatively low emissions (LD + SP) and partly even no BECCS demand (LD), 
rely on CDR from land management, the role of CDR to compensate residual emissions to achieve net zero 
emissions becomes evident. This is also addressed in the IEA report on pathways to net zero emissions (NZE). 
While the balancing in the NZE IEA scenario focuses on what is achievable within the energy and industry sector, 
the report further debates contributions to a net zero balance in the AFOLU sector, concluding that especially 
the non-CO2 greenhouse gases (5-6 Gt GtCO2-eq yr-1) are hard to abate and would require NETP deployment. In 
this regard, the potentials quantified for reforestation, here, could potentially cover the compensation of about 
half of these emissions. 

In general, the identified NE potentials through reforestation strongly depend on the available pasture area. The 
here chosen scenarios (200, 300, 400 Mha), derived from literature on pasture reduction potentials, show similar 
ranges than simulated forest expansion in C1-C3 scenarios of the AR6 in 2050. If compared to studies on the 
maximum biophysical potential of reforestation, roughly half of the overall potentially available areas (678 Mha 
according to Griscom et al. (2017)) is covered. The scenario of 400 Mha forest restoration provides up to ~40% 
of the estimated maximum NE potential of ~9-10 GtCO2-eq yr-1, which may be achieved if all pasture areas in 
forest ecosystems were reforested (Cook-Patton et al., 2020; Griscom et al., 2017). While exploiting half of the 
biophysical potential might seem politically more realistic, this emphasizes that even higher NE potentials could 
be achieved upon comprehensive sustainability transitions within the food system, including large-scale diet 
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changes and/or increases in feeding efficiencies. This is also in line with the higher NE rates from managed land 
in 2100 as simulated in the IMP-LD scenario characterised by large shifts in consumption patterns amongst others 
(see Figure 19).  

Overall, forest restoration (not to be confused with afforestation of non-native tree monocultures) would not 
only benefit climate targets but could significantly contribute to getting back into the „safe operating space“ for 
biosphere integrity. By consolidating international targets regarding both climate change mitigation and nature 
restoration, it could help to reach the proposed 2030 target of the UN Convention on Biological Diversity of 
protecting 30% of terrestrial land surface. For example, restoring and protecting 200-400 Mha would lift the 
current terrestrial protected area coverage of  ~16.6%  (UNEP-WCMC et al., 2020) to  ~ 18-20%. In the context of 
Europe, the EU attempts to address this synergy with its pledge to plant three billion additional trees by 2030, 
aiming to increase C storage in biodiversity-friendly forests. 
 

4.3 NE contribution of LCN-PyCCS 
In comparison to BECCS and reforestation, LCN-PyCCS provides only a relatively small contribution to overall NE 
potentials in this assessment. For this specific land- and calorie-neutral approach we assessed here, the 
requirements are particularly strict: systems must be self-sufficient in biochar supply and can only derive 
feedstock from biomass plantations on cropland allocated through accounting of biochar-mediated yield 
increases. Thus, LCN-PyCCS is strongly dependent on high biomass yields because yield thresholds need to be 
met to supply sufficient biochar. This becomes evident with the larger extent of suitable area and 
correspondingly higher NE potentials quantified in the supplementary scenarios of unlimited N supply that are 
characterized by significantly higher yields. Earlier LPJmL-based analyses of LCN-PyCCS without any consideration 
of N dynamics showed even higher biomass yields and NE potentials around 0.44 GtCO2 yr-1 for a similar scenario 
of 15% biochar-mediated yield increases on cropland (Werner et al., 2022, in revision). Yet, this study used 
different assumptions on cropland extent and biochar application rates which in total detracts from 
comparability. While this earlier assessment simulated biomass production without N limitation, the scenarios 
of unlimited N supply tested in this study can still be restricted in N uptake depending on fine root mass, soil 
temperature and porosity. Especially on plantations without irrigation systems, the root development required 
for a sufficient N uptake of the plants can be restrained by limited water supply. 

However, it is unclear which yield levels are more representative for lignocellulosic grasses, because 
observational data is particularly rare for the tropics, which builds the focus region of the LCN-PyCCS assessment 
and which is also where the yield differences between simulations in-/excluding N dynamics reach their 
maximum. Furthermore, there is currently no systematic observational dataset available that could be used to 
evaluate the fertilizer response of biomass crops on LPJmL, according to the best of our knowledge. However, as 
the N content in harvested biomass is likely to be overestimated in LPJmL, due to the incomplete representation 
of N translocation from shoots to rhizomes at senescence, which is typical for miscanthus for example (Cadoux 
et al., 2012; Christian et al., 2006), the model is likely to overestimate the fertilizer requirements for herbaceous 
bioenergy crops. Yet, a deeper analysis and corresponding calibration of the fertilization response is needed to 
adequately address the effect of plantation management on the N cycle that is a crucial component of the Earth 
system.  

At the same time the reliance of the LCN-PyCCS approach on particularly high biomass yields indicates that other 
feedstock sources need to be organized for PyCCS in order for this NETP to play a significant role in contributing 
NEs at a global scale. Diverse feedstock options of low environmental impact are explored for residues from 
cropland or forestry (Laird et al., 2009; Woolf et al., 2010), invasive species (Ahmed et al., 2020), hedgerow 
pruning, street-wood management and municipal waste (Randolph et al., 2017). Yet, the estimates of globally 
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available crop residues include significant uncertainties (Wirsenius, 2000), while the other sources are not 
assessed at a global scale yet.  

In addition to further feedstock sources, the NE potential of PyCCS could be increased substantially by 
considering the storage of the bio-oil and permanent-pyrogases; i.e. by sequestering  a larger fraction of the 
initial biomass C (Schmidt et al., 2018). The technology of storing these pyrolysis products in geological deposits 
is however much more advanced and not yet tested on a reliable scale. Thus, we have chosen the state-of-the-
art PyCCS practice of biochar application on agricultural soils to represent PyCCS CEff in our assessment of near-
term NETPs potentials.  

While this analysis only accounts for the sequestration potential of the biochar and yield increases, the potential 
overall contribution of PyCCS to the challenge of shifting the land use sector from a greenhouse gas source into 
a sink is not fully represented. Biochar enriched soils have shown to enhance the build-up of soil organic C (Bai 
et al., 2019; Blanco-Canqui et al., 2020; Weng et al., 2017) and reduce soil acidity (Chintala et al., 2014; Yuan et 
al., 2011), nitrate leaching (Borchard et al., 2019; Hagemann et al., 2017) as well as N2O and CH4 emissions 
(Borchard et al., 2019; He et al., 2017; Jeffery et al., 2016), which in total enhances soil quality, cuts down 
management costs and lowers agricultural greenhouse gas emissions (Kammann et al., 2017; Lehmann et al., 
2021). Further, the increased water and nutrient holding capacities of soils after biochar application (Borchard 
et al., 2019; Razzaghi et al., 2020) can also reduce the pressure on the PBs of freshwater use and N flows.  
 

4.4 Quantified NE potentials in the context of general challenges for NETPs 
Leaving CDR requirements in draw-down scenarios and compensation for delays and idleness of mitigation action 
aside, CDR will still be required to realize net zero targets as the emissions that are hard to abate would need to 
be compensated. Assuming that, despite ambitious decarbonization, 10% of today’s CO2 emissions would remain 
as hard-to-abate emissions until mid-century, the overall potentials quantified as upper ceiling potentials for the 
assessed NETPs in this study could compensate these residual emissions for the assessed timeframe of 40 years. 
However, this net zero approach is only sufficient if decarbonization measures are successful and if the system 
is pushed to its limits, i.e. focussing on the interference with the four PBs as assessed in this study, disregarding 
other restoration and nature protection goals. Also, this conclusion specifically refers to the assessed evaluation 
period of 40 years. On longer timescales, the additional yearly C accumulation on reforested areas, which 
contribute the lion’s share of the simulated overall NE potential in this assessment, declines until C pools 
eventually stabilize in mature forests. This points to the fact that additional PB-compatible NETPs will be required 
for long-term net zero greenhouse gas emissions. 

Even though the overall NE potential of about 4 GtCO2-eq yr-1 seems relatively low in comparison to NE demands 
in the majority of IAM scenarios, it still compares to more than half of the current net C sink of the entire global 
land surface (Friedlingstein et al., 2021). That would mean to create an additional anthropogenic sink of the 
magnitude of half of the existing natural (net) land sink. Thus, the deployment of the NETPs up to the quantified 
maxima would be a form of bio-geoengineering at a planetary scale that would require a vast global effort for a 
successful implementation. Furthermore, this is a burden we lay on the future generations, especially when even 
more CDR would be required to compensate any further delay of stringent decarbonization. Thus, even a world 
with a stabilized climate in the future would most likely be an Earth system that is severely manipulated by 
humans – well deserving the title "Anthropocene".  
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4.5 Further steps 
As a contribution to exploring the safe operating space in the Anthropocene, we set out to analyse PB-compatible 
potentials for three major NETPs, BECCS, reforestation and LCN-PyCCS. While plantation-based BECCS is difficult 
to reconcile with PBs, reforestation and LCN-PyCCS may have synergies with regard to PBs and other 
sustainability targets. Future research might further expand the portfolio of assessed NETPs, given that 
constrained potentials of individual technologies and practices may add up to increase overall PB-compatible 
potentials (Fuss et al., 2018). With regard to PBs, particularly promising NETPs with synergies for PBs as well as 
other sustainability targets include BECCS from residues and waste, improved forest management, agroforestry 
and wetland restoration amongst others (Griscom et al., 2017), which are addressed in detail for the Nordic 
region in D3.6 and on a global level in NEGEM’s sister project LANDMARC (EU Horizon 2020 Research and 
Innovation Programme, grant agreement No 869367). 

In the context of NEGEM, the following three aspects deserve particular attention within further WP3 research:  

– Interdependence of NETP potentials with developments within the food system: Potential PB-compatible 
NE capacities depend to a large degree on developments within the food system, i.e. future land 
availability for land-based climate change mitigation (Erb et al., 2012; Kalt et al., 2020). Further scenarios 
could systematically analyse the availability of pasture areas for reforestation and/or BECCS depending 
on developments within the food system (i.e. diet changes; increases in feeding efficiency) and more 
closely examine trade-offs between climate mitigation and food security with respect to land and water 
resources (Deliverable 3.7).  

– More thorough analysis of NETP’s impact on biosphere integrity: Biosphere integrity, as the second core 
PB, needs specific attention when assessing environmental impacts of NETPs. In the context of 
Deliverable 3.3, key measures for biosphere integrity will be evaluated and/or developed, going beyond 
the current PB definition, to better capture this second pillar of Earth system stability within NETP 
assessment.  

– Impacts on climate change and extreme events on NETP potentials: We here excluded effects of climate 
change and derived maximum NE potentials under current climate conditions. Potential reductions of 
the here quantified NE capacities through extreme events will be addressed more closely in Deliverable 
3.4.  
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5 Key findings and policy relevant messages 

Taking a supply-constrained perspective is crucial when assessing responsible and realistic NE potentials as aimed 
for within NEGEM. We here specifically addressed the environmental dimension, focussing on four terrestrial 
PBs – for land-system change, biosphere integrity, freshwater use and N cycling – and estimated that maximum 
global NEs from plantation-based BECCS outside of agricultural areas are constrained to ~1.2 GtCO2-eq yr-1 
(referring to an evaluation period of 40 years). While this covers only 43% or 13% of the median BECCS rates 
assumed in 1.5°/2°-compatible IAM scenarios in 2050 or 2100, respectively, the potential will further be reduced 
to almost zero if deforestation for BECCS plantations is precluded. This emphasizes that any conversion of natural 
vegetation to biomass plantations is extremely difficult to reconcile with PBs and other environmental targets, 
given that agriculture is already today the major driver of PB transgression and therefore a major anthropogenic 
pressure on the Earth system. A more holistic perspective on Earth system stability, which does not only consider 
climate change, but all relevant Earth system components, thus calls for a very cautious consideration of 
plantations-based BECCS, contrasting common assumptions in demand-driven and cost-optimizing IAMs.  

The constrained NE capacities through BECCS might however be significantly increased through reforestation on 
pasture areas, with a further annual NE rate of 2–3.7 GtCO2-eq yr-1 depending on the amount of rededicated 
pasture area and excluding climate change effects on C stocks within forests. This might not only contribute to 
climate change mitigation, but also to reducing pressures on terrestrial PBs and achieving international nature 
restoration targets, i.e. the Bonn Challenge on forest restoration or the 2030 targets of the UN Convention on 
Biological Diversity. These NE potentials and its co-benefits are particularly dependant on dietary changes 
towards less livestock products, as a key prerequisite for reduced pasture demand.  
 
While we here estimated only very limited NE potentials from plantation-based LCN-PyCCS, the approach may 
be more efficient when considering other sources for biochar production, like residues and invasive species. 
Additional NETPs with synergies for several environmental targets, i.e. agroforestry or improved forest 
management, might further contribute to expand PB-compatible NE potentials.  

Although the PB-compatible potentials estimated here are at the lower end of estimated NE rates assumed in 
IAM scenarios compatible with the Paris agreement, they are in line with mitigation scenarios putting a strong 
emphasis on rapid decarbonisation, reduced energy demand and/or achievement of sustainable development 
goals. This underpins that climate change mitigation does not have to come at the cost of other crucial Earth 
system components, but that rapid socioeconomic transformations are needed to prevent further PB 
transgressions.  

Our analysis focused on global PB compatible NETP potentials, derived from geographically explicit simulations 
with the dynamic global vegetation model LPJmL. It thereby contributed to a more holistic consideration of limits 
and opportunities for BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS with regard to environmental dimensions relevant for 
Earth system stability. From the perspective of the EU, these results have to be interpreted in a more regional 
context of political, social and technological feasibility as produced by the NEGEM project as a whole. For this, 
the assessment of the environmental dimension will feed into further Europe specific NEGEM scenarios to derive 
country-specific portfolios and realistic and responsible NE pathways for the EU, which take into account the 
individual country’s characteristics (e.g. low reforestation potential and high availability of forestry residues for 
BECCS in the Nordic countries, see D3.6). However, as CDR is a topic where Europe can likely only partially rely 
on sequestration on its own territory, additionally requiring a realistic assessment and subsequent use of global 
potentials overall, this analysis clearly shows that there are both opportunities and limitations originating from 
the overarching objective of re-stabilizing the Earth system in its current interglacial-like state. This requires 
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consideration of other environmental dimensions relevant to the state of the Earth system in addition to merely 
carbon sequestration. The EU's assumptions about realistic CDR potentials beyond its territory should therefore 
be squarely founded on consideration of all planetary boundaries, not just the climate targets. Moreover, land-
based potentials are highly contingent on developments in land use more generally, against the backdrop of 
growing demand for an ever larger and more affluent population. The EU should therefore not adopt overly 
optimistic assumptions about large-scale land-based mitigation for achieving high levels of CO2 emissions 
compensation. Our analysis shows that CDR from BECCS, reforestation and PyCCS rather is a contribution to 
climate change mitigation that goes hand in hand with sufficiently ambitious decarbonisation targets, but 
requires careful management and considered deployment to be feasible and realistic.  
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Appendix 

 
Input data for LPJmL simulations 
 
For the analysis in this study LPJmL is driven by climate data from the Climatic Research Unit, CRU TS version 4.03 
(Harris et al., 2020) in combination with NO3 and NH4 deposition rates from Lamarque et al. (2013) and 
atmospheric CO2 concentration from NOAA ESRL (2019) (Table S1). Further, scenarios of land management are 
based on the CFT-specific extent of cropland and pasture, including the fraction of irrigated areas, as prepared 
by Ostberg (2022) under consolidation of HYDE3.2 (Klein Goldewijk et al., 2017) and irrigated areas from Siebert 
et al. (2015) (Table S1). The availability of irrigation water is reduced by the withdrawals for households, industry 
and livestock (HIL) taken from the ISIMIP2b database (Frieler et al., 2017). In addition to the water management 
of cropland, the fertilizer input is prescribed for each CFT based on the mineral fertilizer data from the 
harmonization of global land use change and management (LUH2) for CMIP6 (Hurtt et al., 2020). This N input 
from mineral sources is supplemented by manure, for which we assume an available share of 60% from the data 
on manure application provided by Zhang et al. (2017) to represent the less accessible N composition according 
to Elliott et al. (2015).  
 

Table S1: Input data 

Input Description Time period Source 
Temperature Daily mean temperatures from the Climatic 

Research Unit, CRU TS version 4.03 
1901-2015 Harris et al. (2020) 

Precipitation Daily precipitation from the Climatic 
Research Unit, CRU TS version 4.03 

1901-2015 Harris et al. (2020) 

Cloudiness Daily cloud cover from the Climatic 
Research Unit, CRU TS version 4.03 

1901-2015 Harris et al. (2020) 

NO3 deposition  1850-2015 Lamarque et al. (2013) 
NH4 depostion  1850-2015 Lamarque et al. (2013) 
CO2 in the 
atmosphere  

  NOAA ESRL (2019) 

Land use The distribution of CFTs and the share of 
irrigated land per crop in each grid cell is 
derived from the cropland and pasture 
extent in HYDE 3.2 (Klein Goldewijk et al., 
2017), combined with cultivation data of 
specific crops for each country from FAO 
and the extent of areas irrigated from 
Siebert et al. (2015). The irrigation system 
is determined by suitability for crops as 
described by Jägermeyr et al. (2015). 

1500-2015 Ostberg (2022), in prep. 

Fertilizer Crop-specific mineral fertilizer rates from 
LUH2 (Hurtt et al., 2020) supplemented by 
60% of the manure N provided in Zhang et 
al. (2017) representing the less accessible 
N composition of manure according to 
Elliott et al. (2015) 

1860-2015 Hurtt et al. (2020),  
Zhang et al. (2017) 

HIL water use Water withdrawals for households, 
industry and livestock (HIL) provided by 
the ISIMIP2b database.  

1901-2005  
and at 
constant level 
afterwards 

Frieler et al. (2017) 
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Details on used biome classifications 

A LPJmL derived biome classification 

LPJmL grid cells were classified into 16 distinct biomes based on simulated composition of plant functional types 
under potential natural vegetation (see Figure 1) as described in Ostberg et al. (2013) and (Ostberg et al., 2015). 
The classification scheme was adapted to the new model version by decreasing the tree cover threshold for 
boreal forests (to 10%), increasing the maximum annual mean temperature for arctic tundra (to 0°C) and 
introducing an additional constraint for boreal forest to exclude cells which are temperate according to the 
Köppen-Geiger climate classification (Beck et al., 2018). The latter is necessary as temperate and boreal plant 
functional types have similar characteristics resulting in an ambiguous border between these biomes when solely 
focusing on tree species. Further, as the competitiveness of tropical evergreen trees is underestimated in the 
used LPJmL version (likely due to N feedbacks), cells were assigned to tropical evergreen rainforest if tropical 
evergreen trees contributed at least one third to total tree cover (instead of 0.5). While the LPJmL derived biome 
classification has been well validated against satellite data (Ostberg et al., 2013), not yet fully understood N 
feedbacks lead to minor anomalies in biome distribution in LPJmL5 (e.g. too large extent of boreal deciduous 
forest in comparison to boreal evergreen forest, see Figure 1). The analysis and model adaption addressing these 
shortcomings are currently still in the process.  

B Biome classification from Olson et al. (2001) 

Shapefiles with the geographic extent of the 14 biomes from Olson et al. (2001) were rasterized to a LPJmL 
compatible grid. Grid cells with missing biome classification were assigned to the most prevalent biome within 
the neighbouring cells. For the land-system change PB, the biome Mediterranean Forests, Woodlands & Shrub 
was split into Mediterranean Forests and Mediterranean Woodlands & Shrub based on simulated potential tree 
cover in LPJmL (>50% = forest). Only cells assigned as Mediterranean Forests were then included as potential 
natural forest areas for the land-system change PB calculation.  

 

Biochar-mediated yield increases 

Recent studies indicate significant yield increases with biochar application to soils in small rates (ca. t ha-1) as 
fertilizer enhancer. Applying lower rates of 1 t ha-1 biochar as a fertilizer enhancer (mean of 0.9 t ha-1 in Melo et 
al. (2022)), instead of 15-20 t ha-1 when used as soil conditioner, reduces the biochar demand and allows for 
long-term practice with annual applications. A recent meta-analysis by Melo et al. (2022) dedicated to biochar 
as fertilizer enhancer derives a mean effect of 16% yield increase (95% confidence interval 9–23%) compared to 
the fertilized control for biochar produced at HHT >400°C containing >30% C, matching our parametrization of 
500°C HHT and >80% C content of the char. This is in line with other most recent meta-analyses on the effect of 
biochar application in general, i.e. 14% yield increase compared to the fertilized control reported in Bai et al. 
(2022) and 15% for (sub-)tropical soils, our region of focus for LCN-PyCCS, in Ye et al. (2020). To account for 
uncertainties regarding the effect of biochar application on crop yields, such as soil properties, biochar 
characteristics and management practices, we assessed a range of yield increase levels: 15% as the standard 
scenario representing the mean effect of the meta-analyses and a range of 10% -20% , similar to the confidence 
interval in Melo et al. (2022).  
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Biosphere integrity and land-system change PB status based on biomes  
from Olson et al. (2001) 

 

  
Fig. S1: Simulated status of the biosphere integrity and land-system change PBs for current agricultural land use (a: 2005 land use, b: 
2015 land use). The status is based on biome extents from Olson et al. (2001). Cells where the land-system change boundary definition 
does not apply are displayed in grey (all non-forest biomes).  
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